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SenateArranges Vote




WASHINGTON (AP) -The Senate,
which appears ready to approve a
tuition tax credit, now must decide
whether to vote Property tax relief for
homeowners.
Senate leaders arranged a vote late
today on a proposal that would allow a
federal income tax credit of up to $150
as a direct offset for that portion of
state and local property taxes ear-
marked for schools.
That would help all homeowners -
not just those with children in school.
Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., seeks




A reconsideration of a proposal to
rezone a strip of land adjacent to Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet in Murray will be on
the agenda when Murray planning
ammfAstOfferWitret Tuesday night.
Murray City Council recently sent the
Taylor proposal back to the planning
commission after some council
members questioned the timing of a
called planning commission meeting to
rule on the proposal.
Also on the agenda for the 7 p.m.
session in city hall is consideration of
amendments to the zoning ordinance to
allow for private outdoor recreational
facilities as conditional uses and review
of the 701 Local Planning Assistance




Some twenty-three 4-H'ers from
Calloway County will be showing off
their talents, skills, and finished project
work at the Kentucky State Fair in
Louisville this year, according to Jane
Steely, County Extension Agent for 4-H.
The State Fair, an annual event
which involves more than 6,000 Ken-
tucky 4-H'ers each year, is scheduled
for Aug. 17 to 27 at the Fairgrounds.
Four-H'ers with exhibts from
Calloway County are Lisa Howard and
Marilyn Howard, dairy cattle; Tim
Blake, woodworking; David Grady,
geology, canning, and painting; Trisha
Clark, stitchery, clothing, and foods;
Dana Cunningham, string art and
clothing; Carla Beach, macrame and
clothing; Mark Bazzell, drawing:
Jeane Thorn, clothing; Gina Brown
clothing; Tracy Beach, clothing; Patti
Robinson, clothing; Deana Cun-
ningham, clothing; Janet Smith.
clothing; Leigh Ann Steely, foods;
',eland Steely, foods; Rita Elkins,
foods; Michelle Jarrett, home fur-
nishings; Gaye Martin, knitting and
foods; Alicia Stubblefield, foods;
Jennifer Jarrett and Michelle Jarrett,
junior photography demonstration;
Laura Jarrett, senior photography
demonstration.
The Calloway boys and girls will give
demonstrations, exhibit projects, and
show and judge animals, said Mrs.
Steely. To be eligible to enter an event
at the state fair, a 4-H'er must selected
at the county and-or area event. They
will be competing for trophies, ribbons,
and prize money granted by the Ken-
tucky State Fair Board and other
donors.
"Cloverville, U.S.A.," a special 4-H
village, will be set up at the fair to
display 4-H project work. Exhibits of
woodworking, electricity, foods,
clothing, home furnishings,
photography, geology, and many other
items can be seen in the village in the
East wing of Freedorn Hall from 10:00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m. ehch day.
An information booth in the village
will be available for those visitors who
want to know more about 4-H, or who
would like to help in finding a certain
exhibit..
- In addition to the displays in the 4-H
Village, numerous animal exhibits.
419&194s, and judging events will be held.
Fairgoers can see cattle, sheep, swine,
dogs, rabbits, and poultry at almost any
time during the fair in the West-Wing of
Freedom Hall and at the stadium.
Demonstrations and special com-
petition round out the 4-H activities at
the fair. The 4-H'ers will give
demonstrations in many areas from
breads to photography.
eventually would permit a tax credit of
up-to- $500 a year- for - college stintents
and up to $250 for parents of pupils' who
attend private elementary and
secondary schools.
Noting ,that 65 percent of American
families own their homes, Goldwater
said, "I think it is high time that we
provide federal tax relief to this
growing class of citizens who are up
against the mounting pressure of
higher residential assessments."
No one would be allowed to take the
$150 property tax credit and the tuition
credit in the same year.
The education aid bill is the major
item of business facing the Senate this
week. Final approval of the bill in some
form is expected Tuesday or Wed-
nesday.
The House may vote this week on a
bill that would give the states until June
30, 1982, to complete ratification of the
proposed Equal Rights Amendment. A
fight will come on whether states that
already have ratified the constitutional
amendment should be allowed to
rescind their action during the same
time period.
•
The -ER-A, -de-ilk-Rd ro-Trohibit
discrimination based on sex, has been
ratified by the legislatures of 35 states.
Those of Idaho, Kentucky, Nebraska
and Tennessee have rescinded their
,./Notes, although the action of Kentucky
has been vetoed. The Justice Depart-
ment says it will be up to Congress to
determine whether the recissiOns
count.
The proposal needs the aproval of 38
states to become part of the Con-
stitution. It was submitted to the states
by Congress in 1972, with a seven-year









PREPARES FOR CAMP — David Jones, senior representative of the Murray High Band, is shown making name tags
for band members in preparation for Summer Band Camp to be held at lambuth College in Jackson, Tenn. August
13-19.
Photo by Kaye Peebles




As chairman of the newly created
Department of Industrial Education at
Murray State University, Dr. Paul
Lyons, Jr., will be heading a con-
solidation of two former departments in
the-eoltegeof blatant' y and Technolog17
Until Aug. 4 when he was named by
the university's board of regents to his
new position, Lyons was chairman of
the Department of Vocational-
Technical Education, which, along with
the former Department of Industrial
Art„s Education, now makes up the new
Department of Industrial Education.
Until his retirement June 30, George T.
Lilly was chairman of the Department
of Industrial Arts Education.
Currently, there are eight members
of the new department in addition to
Lyons: John E. Fortin, Dr. E. M.
Schanbacher, Dr. Eddie R. Adams,
Paul K. Lynn, Terry Turner, Dr. Paul
McNeary, Mrs. Vicki Shell and Dr.
Howard J. Sorensen. Two additional
positions are expected to be filled
within the near future, according to Dr.
- Kenneth Winters, dean of the college.
A native of Madisonville, Lyons, 50,
has been a member of the Murray State




LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Lt. Gov.
Thelma Stovall says she will seek the
1979 Democratic gubernatorial
nomination, telling supporters she has
no intention of leaving politics without
at least trying to win the state's top
office.
Speaking before a crowd of about 300
inside today_..„_Am......m.mmes..
One Section - 12 Pages
Paducban Jimmy Brown came out of the pack a
sudden death winner in the annual Shrine Club golf
tourney last weekend at Murray Country Club. For
complete results of the tournament and a description
of Brown's win, see today's sport's section.
clear tonight
Clear tonight, low around 70. Comics
Tuesday sunny, very warm and
humid, high again in the low 90s.
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Wednesday through
Friday calls for little or no -
precipitation through the period.
Highs will be mostly in the low to
mid 90s. Lows will be in the upper
60s to low 70s.
today's index




Deaths 84 Funerals 12
Farm Pages 8,9
Horoscope 3
Let's Stay Well 2
Local Scene 2  3
Opinion Page 4
Sports 6,7
persons at the Executive West Hotel
here, the state's first female lieutenant
governor said that her almost three
decades of elected service in state
government qualifies her for the
governorship. "I have paid my dues,"
she said.
"I have served in the House of
Representatives, I have kept your
records as secretary of state. I have
managed your money as treasurer of
Kentucky - and as lieutenant gover-
nor, I presided over the state senate,"
gfie
In her address Saturday, Mrs. Stovall
said she would rely on hard work and
common sense to get her message
a CrOSS.
The people of Kentucky know me
and what I stand for," she said. "I am
not going to offer pie in the sky or big
promises."
Mrs. Stovall said her campaign staff
is working on a platform of specific
proposals that would be presented as
the campaign progresses. But she said
that some issues "are so obvious that
they can be identified today.- Among
...A Hubbard, Atkins Ticket?
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) - Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., has hinted that
he might run for governor in 1979 on a
ticket with announced gubernatorial
candidate George Atkins as lieutenant
governor.
Hubbard acknowledged that Atkins
has already declared as a guber-
natiorial candidate, "but he could
change his mind."
"I'm not officially in, but I could be a
candidate for governor," Hubbard said.
"I doubt that I would run for lieutenant
governor after serving as a
congressman."
That statement indicates that a
Hubbarcl-Atkins ticket would
necessarily have Atkins opting instead
for the lieutenant governor's post.
Atkins was not availablle for comment.
Hubbard said that "people are urging
us to run as a ticket" even though both
are from western Kentucky and could
conceivably have trouble getting votes
from eastern Kentucky.
"I'm the one bringing up the question
of geography," Hubbard said. "Would
it be possible that people would go for a
Mayfield-Hopkinsville ticket?"
Answering his own question, Hub-
bard added, "It is possible, if we're
believed to be honest and convince
people that we'd work for all of the
state."
The congressman said a Hubbard-
Atkins ticket would be a natural pairing
because "we're the only two blowing
the whistle on this crowd" - the ad-
ministration of Gov. Julian Carroll.
Hubbard spoke Saturday morning at
the Kentucky Sheriff's Association
Convention here, and attended the
Daviess County political picnic
Saturday night
Cleanup Begins In Earthquake Rocked Calif.
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (AP) -
Residents still reeling from an ear-
thquake that rumbled through Santa
Barbara and injured about 50 people
are cleaning up its evidence today:
shattered windows, flooded streets,
cracked highways and a derailed train.
The quake rattled five counties
Sunday, knocking people to the ground.
The tremor was centered in the Santa
Barbara Canal about six miles south of
here, in an area that sits atop
California's most prominent fault, the
San Andreas.
Spokesmen for the Caltech
Seismology Laboratory in Pasadena
I.
said the quake measured 5.1 on the
Richter scale, the worst to hit the area
in more than 30 years.
"It just scared us," said Joe Loeb-
man. 38, who lives on the ocean about
two miles from the center of town. "As
soon as it happened, we got outside and
there were a lot of very scared people"
Structural damage was minimal, but
many residents today had to clear
broken glass and other debris from
their homes. Downtown Santa Barbara.
hit hard in a 1941 quake, escaped
without serious damage this time
Goleta, just north of here, absorbed
most of the damage, and many win-
dows shattered by the tremor were
covered with plywood.
"It was like being inside a paint
shaker," said California Highway
Patrol Officer Gene Hunt, who was
home in Goleta when the quake hit.
"With no warning, the house started
shaking violently from side to side. I
was lying on the living room floor
reading the Sunday paper. My very
first thought was a car had run into my
house or that an airplane had crashed.
But then it kept going and I knew what
it was."
Most of the 50 people rushed to Goleta
Valley Community Hospital's
emergency room were treated for
minor cuts and bruises, but Dr. Donald
Rink said one woman was admitted to
the intensive care unit with burns and
was listed in good condition. Another
person suffered a broken back, he said.
Three roofs collapsed but caused only
one slight injury, said Santa Barbara
police.
Major roads were blocked by quake-
triggered rock slides and one highway
developed a wide crack, said California
Highway Patrol dispatcher Terrie
Tucker. One motorist escaped after
debris crushed her car on Highway 154.
The Birds:
Officials Worried They Might Come Sooner
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Coburn
Gayle is one state official who is
worried that blackbird roosts are
forming earlier than usual in Kentucky
this year.
"We haven't had much experience
witb, imuunIr ,Eastz but 1 has&sivit
feeling that Ail- we riteRoiii• -
Indication we're going to have more
birds than we normally have had
before," said Gayle, pest and noxious
weed control director for the state
Department of Agriculture
The department has fought a losing
battle against fall-and winter-roosting
blackbirds for many years - trying.
with limited success, aerial spraying
attacks with the detergent Tergitol, and
baiting feedlots with a more effective
poison known as Starllcide.
Spores from bird droppings in are.as
helsgVackbird_s have roosted have However, in recent weeks, birds
en Mee-. Tor srtritittilifiMitedirtTe hntidredflif thousands -
histoplasmosis, a sometimes fatal have taken over a grove of trees at
respiratory disease in humans. Carrollton, the Carroll County seat, and
Gayle said other major roasts have
been reported in Hart and Cumberland
counties.
"We just can't figure out why they're
coming so e.arly thLs year, and there
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
timated three years ago that 31
million starlings, grackles, red-winged
blackbirds, cowbirds and other birds
associated with them spent the winter
in Kentucky.
The estimate in 1976 was 21 million.
Last year, for some unknown reason,
the number of birds roosting in Ken-
tucky for the winter dropped to about 5
million.
isn't much we can do about it," Gayle
said.
To be effective, Tergitol must be
sprayed on roosting birds when the
temperature is no higher than 40
degrees, and Gayle said Starlicide is
not effective in summer because the
poisert-graigabeitAs-absSepattraetittibbia.
the birds.
"There is so Much natural food for
the birds," he said.
"The only thing that can be done
now," he said, "is try to move the birds
with noisemakers, or cut down the
trees."
those she mentioned tax reform,
secondary road conditions, the plight of
the farmer and small businessmen, and
the rising cost of government.
"My financial advisers will research
all state tax sources to identify all
alternatives for reduction and reform,"
Mrs. Stovall said. "We are now trying
to determine which reductions and
reforms result in the greatest savings
to the most taxpayers."
On secondary road conditions, Mrs.
Stovall said she has seen some of the
roues that otleseets are comptaiwkiel
about and said she found them
deplorable. "Let me assure you that if
elected I will, start repairing roads in
Kentucky that people want and need
and have paid for."
Noting Kentucky's recent growth and
prosperity, Mrs. Stovall said that one of
the state's major industries, farming, is
not sharing in that prosperity. She
promised to help farmers and small
businessmen by increasing markets
and decreasing regulations and red
tape.
Mrs. Stovall complained that the cost
of government has skyrocketed in the
past four years and she suggested "old-
fashioned common sense and ef-
ficiency" as remedies.
"I want qualified Kentucky
professionals in responsible
management positions. I want to in-
crease state employee morale which is
at an all-time low. I want to manage the
executive branch instead of letting it
grow like Topsy," she said.
If elected, Mrs. Stovall, at 60, would
be the oldest incoming governor in
nearly a half-century.
Realizing that her health may be a
factor in the campaign because of a
minor stroke seven years ago, Mrs.k
Stovall said she is in excellent shape. "II
invite anyone, the press or less ex-
perienced candidates, to see if they can
keep up with a seasoned campaigner in
the months ahead," she said.
A native of Munfordville who grew up
in Louisville, Mrs. Stovall graduated
from Louisville Girls High School and
at 17, took a job sweeping floors at
Brown 84 Williamson Tobacco Corp.
here.
She got into politics through her work
with Local 185 of the Tobacco Workers
International Union. She successfully
ran for secretary of the local in 1944 and
kept the post until she was elected to the
state House of Representatives in 1949.
She served three terms in the House,
three terms as secretary of state and
two terms as state treasurer. She was




Calloway County Sheriff's Depart-
ment is currently investigating a
burglary at New Concord Post Office,
discovered early Sunday morning,
accor to a de rtment kesrnan.
epo
were a clock radio, portable typewriter,
calculator, assorted supplies. The
spokesman said post office reported no
cash missing after the burglary.
The spokesman said the burglar or
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Running Is Good
For His Heart
DEAR ABBY: My husband started running every morn
jeg before work for his health. He said he felt like a new
man, and he really looked terrific. He lost 15 pounds and
started to pay more attention to his diet.
Well, everything was wonderful until he started running
,aftcr work. I thought it was rat her_odd for _him to come home_
 o k, showerput on Cologne. arid comb his hair. to go _
Ounningi Then I found out why, quite by-aciident. 
I was driving along the parkway where he runs. when I
saw him saying goodbye to a blonde who was getting into
her car. She had on running clothes, too. Such a goodbye I
never saw outside a movie. They were embracing and look-
Ing into each other's eves like a pair of young lovers. I don't
know how old she is, but my husband is 57.
He doesn't know I saw him. Should I tell him? I don't want
him to quit running, because it's been so good for him. I can't
un with him because I'm not the type. What do you say?
-RUNNER'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE. Don't blame the running. II you husband
didn't run, he'd probably run into a blonde somewhere else.
Of course you should tell him your saw him. And let the next
move be his.
DEAR ABBY: I've been playing Mah-Jongg for over 30- '
years and I never cheated in my life. However, last night I ;
really don't know what came over me. but I wanted so -
desperately tcr'rnake a hand that I cheated.
Well, a dear friend who was out at the time noticed what
had done. Although she didn't say anything to me. I could
tell by the expression on her face that she saw me cheat.
The rest of the evening I felt terrible, and that night I
couldn't sleep a wink.
I know that I will never cheat again, but how can I rectify
this with my good friend? I don't want to lose her friendship
over a stupid mistake.
Should I just let it pass? Or should I say something to my
friend? Sign me ...
VERY, VERY SORRY
DEAR SORlifviou are obviously suffering from a wary
  troublostaoseei•ace..sagealseetancLikar the Air witbir__
friend. You'll feel better.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 27, and for the first time in my life I'm
in love. He's 34, divorced, and his name is Paul.
Paul and his wife (Theresa' lived next door to my mother,
who has been like a second mother to Theresa. Paul and
Theresa have two kids. Paul moved out, but Theresa is still
my mother's neighbor. ,
My problem is my mother. Mom should have been a nun.
She goes to church every morning and lives by the Bible.,
Mom insists that in the eyes of the church Paul and Theresa
are still married even though their divorce was final a year
ago. Mom says it I marry Paul. I'll burn in hell for living in
sin.
Mom told me that Theresa told her that she and Paul
never stopped sleeping together. Paul told me that he hasn't
slept with Theresa since he moved out of the house. I love
Paul and h• loves me. but I don't. know what to behove.
What should I dó?
MIXED UP IN MINNESOTA
DEAR MIXED UP: Have a heart. te heart talk with Paul
and get the facts. If he's still sleeping with Theresa, perhaps
you should bow out of the picture and give them a chance to
reconcile.
Rut if Paul loves you as he says he does, and it's over be-
tween him and his ex, regardless how much your mother
meddles, you and Paul will make it to the hitching post.
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
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Malray-Stalls Vows Are
Read At Church Recently
Miss Connie Fay Malray
became the bride of Terry
Sieven Stalls in a duobir
ring candlelight ceremony at
the Full Gospel Chapel,
McKenzie, Tenn.
The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ludie
Malray of Puryear, Tenn.,
and the groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Stalls of
Murray.
The Rev. Ray Lainhert
and the Rev. Steve Smith
officiated at the 'wedding
ceremony read at. three p.m..
on Sufldif, June. The
iltii was decorated with
baskets of spring flowers
with white satin ribbon.
Stacey Stalls, brother of the
groom, and Rhonda Harris
provided the music.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. She was lovely in a
formal length gown of white
satin designed and made by
her mother.
She carried a bouquet of
white roses and lilies of the
valley with white streamers.
Mrs. Sharon Smith, sister
of the bride, was the matron
of honor. Janna and Martha
Malray served as
bridesmaids. Renee Malray,
cousin of the bride, served
as flower girl.
The attendants wore







Jimmy E. McLeod, Rt. r,
Dexter, Venice Shelton, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs.
Audra B. Moody, 1507 Chaucer
Dr., Murray, Thomas E.
Tapp, Rt. 5, Box 211, Murray,
Dorvan Hall, Box 233,
Puryear, Tenn., Dena L.
Thompson, 1544 Oxford,
Murray, James E. Ray, P.O.
Box 161, Hazel, James G.
Burkeen. RI. 3 Murray. Larry
D. Williams, ftt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Ann M. Stott, Rt.
5, Paris, Tenn.', Charles B.
Wilson, Box 133, Hazel, Mrs.
Georgia W. McClure, Rt. 1,
New Concord, Mrs. Ladean
McCuiston, 1702 Dodson,
Murray, Danny I. Pittman,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs Teresa L.
Walker, Rt. 8, Box 63, Murray,
Ronald McClure, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., John G.
Adkins, Rt. 3, Dresden, Tenn.,
Cheryl J. Burkeen, 600 B
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Lora L.
Lyles, Rt. 1, Hardin, Keys W.
Blakely Rt. 1, Murray, Charlie
I. Carter, Rt. 1, Box 132,
Murray, Mrs. Benice TreaviS,
Rt. 3. Murray, Mrs. Elanda J.
Trotter, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Estelle M. Fretz (expired),





Baby Boy Herndon (Anita),
Rt. 2 Hazel, Baby Girl Steeley
(Jane), Rt. 2, Hazel, Baby
Boy Melton (Nancy), Mollie--
Home Village, Paris, Tenn.,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Doris- C. Keel, Rt. 3-
Box 257-A, Murray, Mrs. Mary
L. Flynn, Rt. 5, Murray,
Michael S. Delly, Rt. 3-Box
13c3; Murray, Lee B. Bolen,
Box 863, Murray, James D.
Fox, Mahan Apts. Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Felecia L.
Gipson, Rt. 9, Benton, Greg B.
Black, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Miss Lawren B. Wooks, Box
61, Kirksey, Willard T: Pace,
307 So. 11th., Murray, Hezzie
M. Turner, Rt. 2, Murray,
Anita M. Cochrurn, 801 Vine,
Murray, Ronald W. Wheeler,
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs. Orene
Fulton, Rt. 7, Murray Mrs.
Tina Henderson, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs Janet Schecter, Rt. 5,
Murray, Ralph G. Brewer, Rt.
1, Hardin, Forest H.
Shoulders, Rt. 5-Box 180A,
Murray, Mrs. Dora G.
Chilcutt, 405 So. 10th., Murray,
Herbert P. Shepard, 1309
Poplar, Murray, Kenton T.
White, Rt. 2, Hazel, Laverne
Crouse, Rt. 8, Box 1285,
Murray, Mrs. William D.
Greene, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Vaudie J. Edwards, Box 4,
Kirksey,. Mrs. Sarah B.
Crowder, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
-atailksismallkitnillowlatry-kinag,
Murray, Mrs Estelle E.
Fortner, Rt. 8 Box 3, Murray,
Roy H. Helm. Rt. 6 Box 292,
Murray, Mrs. Edmona A
McCuiston (expired), Fern
Terrace 14g., Murray.





%fr. and Mrs. Terry Steven Stalls
lace capes. They each
carried a single blue car-
nation with white streamers.
Rexie Stalls, brother of the
groom, served as best man.
Ricky Stalls and Donald
Malray served as groom-
smen.
The ushers were Wendell
Pace and Jeffrey Culver.
Marty Williams, cousin of
the groom, served as
ringbearer.
The guest list was kept by
Kim Crosser and Michele
Watkins.
Reception
Following the wedding a
reception was held at the
Farm Bureau building at
Paris, Tenn.
Cake and punch were
served by Tammy Lane and
Robin West.
The bride is a former
employee of the Big K
Department Store at Paris,
Tenn. The groom is em-
ployed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company.
The new Mr. and Mrs.




Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Langston have returned
home after an eighteen




Texas, New Mexico, Old
Mexico, Arizona, California,
Nevada, and Arkansas.
Points included in their
itinerary were Carlsbad
Caverns, Carlsbad, N. M.,
Guadalupe Mountains in the
tlatiartat7- park at It1--Pnaa,.
Texas, sight seeing tours in
Old Mexico, Wax Museum in
Phoeniz, Ariz., ship tour
around San Diego, Calif., art
museum at Los Angeles,
Calif., Hollywood, Beverly
Hills, Caesar's Palace in Las
Vegas, Hoover Dam, Grand




Mr. and Mrs langston
also attended a Baptist
Church in Jon, New Mexico,
and a Catholic Church in
Old Mexico. They also
hunted diamonds at a
diamond mine in Arkansas,
and visited many other
scenic and historical points
of interest.
THE MURRAY SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, in association with the Murray
Area Vocational Education Center, started its tenth annual class on June 26. Twenty
students were accepted into the 1978-79 class. The school is fqnded by the Com-
prehensive Education Training Act (CETA). The Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
Convalescent Division provide clinical laboratory experience for the students. The LPN
Program is 12 montfi in length and at the completion of the year, graduates are
eligible to write the State Board Examiners tts-apply for their license to become Licen-
sed Practical Nurses This year's students represent Calloway County, Marshall County,
Graves County, and Fulton County. Kneeling from left to right: Melody Cornwell, Alice
Baxter, Tena Eldridge, Dana Clark, Phyllis Johnson, and Vickie McCuiston. Standing:
Mrs. Shirley Robinson, R.N. (instructor), Kathy Howard, Kathy Phelps, Cathy Busby, San-
dra Tidwell, Karen Wooldridge, Rosanna Rowan, Marilyn Fennell, Belinda Elkins,
Pamelia Free, Almalu Wooten, Claudine Hargrove, Nancy Burkhead, and Mrs. Joyce
Morrison, R.N. (instructor).
Down Concord R-av---
Special Note Burning Held
At New Mt. Carmel Church
By ESTELLE SPICELAND
August 4, 1978
I was glad to see Dr. L. J.
Hortin's picture and
reflections about him as a
first class journalist
recently.
Years ago I was one of his
students, and his class in the
journalism department at
Murray State College was
the most enjoyable and most
memorable of any.
Vacationers could not have
enjoyed our hot weather the
last few weeks, but many
have been visiting.
I saw Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Hawkins of Florida at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Lovins. They had visited
their son in Michigan and
both daughters while here.
Mrs. Lavelle Bucy had as
guests her daughter, Mrs.
John Christie and baby from
Vandenburg, Calif.
The "Red" Smiths had
their son's family, the Benny
Smiths from Michigan for a
few days. Many others
vacationed.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church had a "note bur-
ning" celebration Aug. I
with church services, big
dinner, and afternoon
singing by the McClure
Brothers( Kings Sons), and
the Holt Family -from
Kuttawa. The __church
joyfully observed the final
payments on their new




The happiest caller I hay..
had was a. new father, Terry
-ItIbtilialerPrIeM9ftifIr'fitiF
five months' old adopted
daughter.
We need to be reminde:1
there is still joy in the world
for hospitals are filled with
patients.
Clifford Blalock, formerly
of Lake Stop Grocery, now
retired, has been a surgical
patient in Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Laurence McClure
spent weeks in a hospital at
Nashville, Tenn.
Hatten I,ovins is out of
intensive care in Louisville
and recognizes and ap-
preciates visitors and every
thought
Modern day household
showers with arrays of gifts
such as electric mixers,
toasters, vacuum sweepers,
percolators, and countless
other conveniences for the
newlyweds, starts a flow of
precious, but now, •• sad
recollections of bygone days
of hardships and happiness
or brides of another
generation, when the only
gifts expected were, perhaps
a few quilts, and maybe a
feather bed from near
relatives.
But today, after years of
witnessing transitions and
modernizations, instead of
wishing that we could have
started our lives with all the
luxuries and labor saving
devices which it seometimes
takes a life time to acquire,
I wish that I could have
known how to count my
blessings when we lived in
that little three room house,
now in the Land Between
the Lakes.
If there were a Land of
Beginning again, and I could 
Preventing Heart
Attacks And Strokes
Q: Mr. C. L. writes that
he has read on several
occasions recently that
Americans are having
fewer heart attacks and
strokes. Several members
of his family have died
from such diseases, and he
wants to know what he can
do to lessen his chances of
having one of these
Illnesses. So far, his
checkups have been satis-
factory.
A: It is true that a signif-
icant drop-ie theiseimber-of -
heart attacks (coronary
occlusions) has occurred.
The reasons are somewhat
uncertain but probably are
multiple. The risk factors
}Ave become more clearly
identified, and some of
these have been more
widely treated by the med-
ical profession. These fac-
tors include cases of high
blood pressure and using
medicines which are effec-
tive in bringing down the
elevated pressure. Also,
many of the patients have
succeeded in reducing or
stopping their cigarette
smoking, another risk fac-
tor. The cutting down on
saturated fats (those from
animal sources) has been
more widely done, and the
extensive practice of regu-
lar exercise, such as jogg-
ing, has also contributed to
reducing the number of
cases of coronary occlu-
sion:
While the reduction in
the mortality and morbi-
choose my place for a
vacation, what a privilege it
would be if both of us could
relive those days we spent
there, gardening, farming,
milking cows, feeding pigs
and chickens, picking and
canning blackberries; yes,
all • without electricity or
modern conveniences. But
we had health and each
other.
Instead of traveling out of
state, I recently enjoyed
going with Mr. and Mrs.
Rainey Lovirts to a local
farm I had not seen since
Lee and Dewey Crass lived
there in high school days. It
is now- owned by Lloyd
Thompson and sister and
brother
Rainey and Herbert
McClure have fine beans
there.
Our hats are off to modern
farmers, but God has to give
the increase and rain is
badly needed.
Meaty Snacks
Most teens need snacks not
only tofurnish theirtxxlies with
needed calories, but to contrib-
ute vital food nutrients as well.
Meaty snacks such as hot dogs
an hamburgers are ideal
snacks, points out the Nation-
al Live Stock and Meat Board
and any meat sandwich falls
into this nutritious classifica-
tion. Ready-to-serve meats of-
fer many appetizing possibilities.
111.111bar.i.
Free For The Asking!
, -
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
dity rates from strokes has
improved, the improve-
ment has not been as
great, and is due to many
of the same factors which
have helped to reduce
heart attacks.
In addition, the taking of
medicines (such as aspi-
rin) to reduce the sticki-
ness of the blood platelets
has been helpful in lessen-
ing the chances of stroke.
Surgery has been more
widely used to open par- _
tatty oe-claia' blood lies:
sets or to shunt adequate
blood around a narrowed
section of an artery and
improve the circulation to
'the brain.
Some of the factors
which influence the
chances of a heart attack
or sfroke are inherited.
Since these illnesses oc-
curred in your family, it is
particularly important
that you have periodic
checkups so that appropri-
ate treatment, if needed,
can be started early and
reduce the chances of trou-
ble. Prevention is impor-
tant in all persons by
avoiding the risk factors
mentioned above. When a
person has several risk
factors working on him at
the same time (such as
untreated high blood pres-
sure, cigarette smoking,
high blood fats, and lack of








people were present for the
seventh annual homecoming
of families from the Land
Between the Lakes held
Sunday, Aug. 13, at the Old
Fenton Airstrip, just east of
Eggner's Ferry Bridge on U.
S. Highway 68 in ,the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority's
LBL.
This annual reunion is
held for families who were
forced between 1940 and 1966
to leave the area when the
area was established as a
170,000 acre outdoor
recreational area.
Most of the people present
on Sunday once lived in the
area now between the
Tennessee River( now
Kentucky Lake) and the
Cumberland River (now
Lake Barkley). The TVA
started the LBL area in
1964, and since that time the
land which extends from
near Grand Rivers in
Livingston County, Ky., into
Stewart County, Tenn., has
been cleared of all houses
and most other buildings.
Towns in the area which
no longer exist include
Golden Pond, Franklin
Hollow, Hematite, Reed
Hollow, and Jenny Ridge.
Dr. Frank Holland,
manager of the Land Bet-
ween the Lakes, made a
short speech welcoming the
speundaopley.4o the reunion on
A special cake with the
symbol of the LBL, was
made by Shirley Wilson of
Aurora for the picnic lunch
served at the airstrip on
long tables set up for the
occasion.
n the language of flowers
the white chrysanthe
mum stands for "moth.'
Persons in charge of the
homecoming were Vance
Leneave, chairman, George
Bleidt, Jim Wallace. and
Geneva Wallace, Cadiz;
Raymond Matheny, Bill
Miller, and Albert Cassity,
Jr., Murray; Adrain Conner,
Floy Miller, and Braxton
Gillahan, Paducah; Terry N.






















Reserved Seats - $6.00











Box 428, Pullen, My 42041
WIII you ever finish
moving in?
You might not think so when the living room's still
Jammed with packing crates. But you will-and I can help.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can save you time
and money in
And brighten up your family with my basket of gifts.
Take a break and call me.
ma0+AMPWANIbrIr T  
loner (50







































































































































































liattie Bell Hayes Circle
OE First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
the social hall at six p.m.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women
will meet at the church at
1:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at the Calloway County
Health Center, , North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m.
_
Solar - Cooking- will be
conducted at Center Station
in Land Between the Lakes
from two to five p.m.
All grades, one and up, of
First Baptist Church will
skate at the Murray Roller
Rink at three p.m.
Seniors and juniors at
Calloway County High
School may pick up their
schedules for the coming'
school year at the high
school from eight a.m. to
four o.m.
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include frisbie
fling on hotel front lawn at
one p.m.; pie eating contest
at patio room at two p.m.;
Pathfinder program at
campground bathhouse at
three p.m.; longest pop top
chain contest at front of
hotel at four p.m.; tennis
lessons at hotel court at 4:30
p.m.; hayride at horse
stables with cost being one
dollar per person at 6:30.
_p.m.; around the world at
_ basketball court at _§_•,,_30
p.m.; bingo at hotel patio




County High School may
pick up their schedules for
the coming school year at
the high school from eight
a.m. to four p.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of
Gcrod Shepherd Uaiteci
Methodist Church Women
will meet at the cottage of
Bertha Young at 1:30 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran ladies
workshop to make com-
forters will be held at the
church at 9:30 a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at seven
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m.
for acUvities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Tuesday, August 15
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include air
hockey tournament at game
room at one p.m.; pool
extravaganza at hotel pool
at 2:30 p.m.; buried treasure
at campground bathhouse at
3:30 p.m.; Kenlake maze at
hotel front lawn at 4:30
p.m.; hayride at horse
stables with cost being one
dollar per person at 6:30
p.m.; "Living With The
River" at recreation room
at seven p.m.; movie,
•Llaxage_SII- cam-
pground aiMphttlieare at -
eight p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center
at 9:30 a.m.
The Tiger Club, athletic
booster club for Murray, will
sponsor a kick off water-
melon feast at the football
practice field at 7:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS' Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Senior Adults of First
Baptist Church will have a
potluck luncheon at the
Fellowship Hall at twelve
noon.
Trail walk of 45 minutes
for nature sounds will start
at Center Station, Land




Park will 'include arts and
crafts at recreation room at
ten a.m.; relays on hotel
front lawn at one p.m.;
tennis tournament at courts
near beach at two p.m.;
hula hoop contest at cam-
pground bathhouse at three
p.m.; scavenger hunt at
campground bathhouse at
four p.m.; lollipop lick-off at
game room at five p.m.;
hayride at horse stables with
cost being one dollar per
person at 6:30 p.m.;
volleyball at hotel court at
6:30 p.m.; magical mystery
show featuring Lawrence
Gregory at hotel meeting
room at eight p.m.
Sophomores at Calloway
County High School may
pick up their schedules for
the corning school year at
the high school from eight
a.m. to four p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda sorority
will have its bowling night
at Corvette Lanes at seven
p.m. •
Wilkerson-Culpepper Vows




changed wedding vows in
a beautifully solemnized
ceremony read at two
o'clock on a late June
Saturday, at the Salem
Baptist Church in Lynn
Grove. Officiating was the
Rev. John Huffman,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, of Mayfield.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Gene Wilkerson,
140r - Grove, ,-
bridegroom's parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Culpepper, of Mayfield.
Special music was
presented by Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Cavitt. Mrs.
Cavitt, accompanied at
the organ by Mr. Cavitt,
presented "You Light Up






and "Walk Hand In
Hand". The traditional
wedding marches were
used for the entrance of
the bridal party, and for
the recessional.
Centering the wedding
scene was a white bridal
arch entwined with
greenery, and topped by
two white doves holding
white satin streamers. At






yellow and white gladioli
flanked the arch. A white
wrought iron preu dieu
was placed before the
arch. Family pews were
marked by yellow satin
bows.
In the church foyer, the
register table was
covered with a white cloth
and held an arrangement
of yellow silk daisies and
dried flowers in a white
container. Presiding at
the register was Mrs.
Raymon Musser.
The bride was lovely in
a formal gown of
magnolia white silk
organza over bridal peau
de soie, combined with
Alencon lace. A basque-
style bodice was elegantly
overlaid with lace motifs
and a Victorian neckline
was featured. Gossamer
bishop's sleeves were
caught at the wrists with
deep lace-adorned
Camelot cuffs. A simple
but elegant A-line skirt
was accented at intervals
with lace motifs, and
flared into a chapel-length
train which was also
bordered in the repeated
lace pattern.
Her headdress was a
Juliet cap of Alencon lace,
to which was attached a
fingertip-length veil of




Mr. and Mrs. Al Parker,
1536 Oxford Drive, Murray,
are the parents of a baby
boy, Bruce Allen, weighing
six pounds three and one-
half ounces, measuring 19
inches, born on Monday,
August 7, at' 4:39 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have one
daughter, Jennifer, age six.
The father is self employed
as a farmer and brick
mason, and the mother is
co-owner of Judy and
Shere's Beauty Shop.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. L. K. Parker of New
Concord and Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Bogard of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.






























OR FOLDED 5 1.99
Dexter Route One and Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Wilkerson
of Murray.
HERNDON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Herndon of Hazel Route Two
announce the birth of a baby
girl, Jana Lynn, weighing
eight pounds, measuring
twenty inches, born on
Thursday, August 3, at 7:25
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Jay
Paul, age two. The father is
self employed as a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Anton Herndon of
Murray Route Four and Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Barrow of
Route One, Puryear, Tenn.
Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. George
Barrow of Hazel Route Two,
Mrs. Edith Mathis of
Murray Route Four, Mrs.
Gaynell Herndon and Mrs,
Mable Collins, both of
Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs Reuben Chrisman of




Mrs. Roland Goodgion of
Murray has been a patient
at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. tind ilfandy Leon Culpepper
The bride's only jewelry
was a diamond pendant, a
gift from her parents. and
diamond earrings
borrowed from her aunt,
Mrs. Joe Baker.
She carried a biouquet
of yellow daisies and
white carnations, with
baby's breath, tied with
yellow lace ribbons en-
ding in lover's knots. The
bouquet was poised atop a
white satin-covered Bible,
presented to the bride by
litir co-workers.
Maid of honor was Miss
Rhoda Doublin. She was
attired in a pale yellow
voile over satin, designed
with a cape collar and
high-rise waistline.
Completing her ensemble
was a white picture hat,
and white wrist-length
gloves. The honor at-
tendants carried a
nosegay of yellow and
white daisies with mat-
ching lace streamers.
Miss Pamela Wilkerson
attended her sister as
bridesmaid, and was
attired identically to the
maid of honor.
Flower girl was Miss
Tina Baker, cousin of the
bride, who wore a dress
identical to the other
attendants.
The ring-bearer, Terry
Hasty, the bride's cousin.
carried the rings on a
white satin, heart-shaped
pillow, trimmed in lace
Gary Humes attended
the bridegroom as best
man. Groomsman was
Neal Slth, and serving as
ushers and candlelighters
were Ricki Wilkerson.
brother of the bride, and
Davrd Thweatt, the
bride's cousin.
The bride's mother was
attired in a peach qiana
formal-length gown, in
open weaves, with mat-
ching jacket. Her corsage
was of white carnations
tipped in peach, and tied
with peach satin ribbons.
Mrs. Culpepper, mother
of the bridegroom, wore a
lime green formal-length
gown of dotted swiss over
green satin, designed with
a short cape. She wore a
corsage of white car
nations with green accent
The paternal grand-
mother of the bride.
Mrs.Myrtie Wilkerson,
was attired in a blue and
white printed silk dress,
and wore a white car-
nation corsage. Mrs. Ira
Jordan. the bridegroom's
grandmother, chose a
yellow knit dress with
matching jacket. She
wore a white carnation
corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkerson
entartatned w ith a




covered in a white lace
cloth over yellow, was
centered with a six-
branch candelabra
holding an arrangement
of yellow and white
daisies and white tapers.
A crystal punch bowl was
used on the table, which
also held the three-tiered
wedding cake. The cake
carried out the- yellow
color scheme, decorated
with daisies, cherubs and
doves, and topped with
the tradtional bride and
groom.
Serving at the reception
were Mrs. Joe Baker,
Mrs. Lennis Hasty, Miss
Debbie Shell, Miss Sherry
Hasty, and Miss Beth
Farrell distributed yellow
rice bags and gold wed-
ding bands from white
wicker baskets.
Later in the afternoon,
the couple left for a short
wedding trip. The bride
traveled in a pale green
pants suit, with white
accessories.
Mr. and Mrs. Culpepper




Mr. and Mrs. Lehnis"
Hasty, Terry, Sherry,
Rachel and Bruce, from
Gary, Indiana. and Mrs
Prentice Farrell, Beth
and Darlene. from Union
City, Tennessee.
Plums and port suit each oth-
er. Poach the fruit in water,
sugar and port with a vanilla
bean. The result will be a love-
ly dessert.
ITS NO SECRET
that dirty chimneys cave fires. Have you wondered
about your own chimney
WONDER NO MORE!









Carol Hibbard was the
winner of the championship
flight of the ladies day golf
played on Wednesday, Aug.
9, at the Murray Country
Club. Phyllis Kain had the
low net score for the flight.
First flight winners were
Inus Orr and Edith Garrison
with Cathryn Garrott getting
low net. Second flight winner
was Exie Hill and Nancy
--Fandrieh. had low Del-Third
flight winner was ITeth-
Belote and. • Eddie Mae
Outland had low putts.
Betty Stewart had low
putts for the day.
Golf hostess for Wed-
nesday, Aug. 16, will be Inus
Orr. Anyone who cannot
play please call the hostess
at 753-8295. Anyone not listed
and-who would like to play
will be paired at the tee.









Sullivan, and Venela Sexton.
9:20 a.m.-Dorthy Fike,
Betty Jo Purdom, Evelyn
Jones, and Carol Hibbard.
9:30 a.m.-Frances Hulse,
Betty Lowry, Anna Mary
Adams, and Inus Orr
TEE NO, FOUR-
9:00 a.n-Toni Hopson,







Mickey Phillips, Exie Hill,
and Janice Howe.
' 9:30 a.m.-Ann Haney,




Betty Scott, Billie Cohoon,
and Norma Frank.
9:10 a.m.-Vickie Baker,
Mary lita/la Overby, Auralia
Batts, and Juliett Wallis.
9:20 a.m.-Eddie Mae
Outland, Lorraine Maggard,
Jo Benson, and Mary
Watson.
To store asparagus, wrap
the butt ends in a damp





FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 15, MS
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er/r4
Some changes or ad-
justments may be necessary.
If so, handle in your usual you by. Capitalize on your
efficient manner. Where you talents and be optimistic
should -stand pat," however, about the day. It will be
be firm aC•... brighter thap you_realize.
TAURUS CARRICO
(Apr. may-Tway 21T (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vj
A new approach may be Be cautious in expansion,
needed in some areas, in order
to cope with unusual situations




(May 22 to June 21)n
A potent Mercury day
stimulates your versatility,
ingenuity and general mental
alertness. Cooperate with
helpful influences and it will
pay off.•
CANCER
June 22 to July
Be circumspect in writings,
careful in signing papers,
handling the affairs of others.
Accuracy essential!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23 )112
Stars present a quiet pic-
ture. Inject a bit of pep into
activities where needed. In-
centive can be tailored to meet
top requirements.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23.) 
en')'
Crush any desire to post-
pone important moves. Strike
while the time is propitious
and the opposition is off-
balance.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) 11-ni
Patience will be needed in a
few tricky spots but day, on
the whole, has a big potential.
Avoid haste, 'undue anxiety.
You CAN deliver the goods.
SCORPIO
lOct. 24 to Nov. 22)Iketc•
Auspicious, influences favor
partnerships, promise
cooperation in putting over
new deals and projects. Doli't
procrastinate.
SAGITTARIUS
t Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ilf10;)
Don't let good chances piss
promotional efforts. Mostly,




• !,-#(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)-w...3
Here is one of those choice
periods where your per-
sonality, ambitions and know-
how, well-harnessed, can help
you achieve top-flight records.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)X
A new contact may give you
an unusual idea for furthering
your goals. Your keenness and
mnvincing words should help
you in adapting and putting it
over.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
vibrant, outgoing attitude
toward life. You are ex-
tremely energetic and would
make an excellent executive
or business manager once you
learn to control a tendency
toward arrogance with those
under your supervision. You
have a great love of the arts
and could excel in almost any
of them if properly trained -
but, perhaps, more spec-
tacularly in music, writing or
the theater. A born leader, you
could also succeed in
statesmanship or the military.
Birthdate of: Napoleon
Bonaparte, emperor of







Includes FREE dessert sundae that you
build for yourself! Also our garden-fresh salad
bar, fries or baked potato. Stockade Toast,
drink. C.mon in during our "Month of Sun-
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Agree Or Not fts .. an t:uron
Political Infighting
Uurts Our Country
FRANKFORT - Our country is in a
Sad state and the citizens must suffer
because political party members now
in control of government, from the
state and  federal level are 
fighting among themselves.
The mayor of Kentucky's major city
lies about his whereabouts when his
city was facing a major crisis. The head
of the Democratic Party in Kentucky
resigns' under pressure from two
electesi officials and is now being
questioned about a car his family got
from the state.
House Speaker Tip O'Neill, A
democrat, is at outs with the
Democratic Presidents because the
president fired one of his friends.
Massachusetts Senator Teddy
Kennedy, of Chappaquidick notoriety,
is against the President's plan for
national health legislation. The senator
wants his own plan over the president's
proposed plan. No energy legislation
has been enacted. Nothing has been
enacted in an effort to control inflation
and there are a string of other
legislation that the predominately
Democratic Congress has failed to take
any action on.
A Democratic Congress forced a
Republican president to resign because
he lied in his cover-up attempts of the
Watergate fiasco. There were no other
grounds. Yet, the Democrats in Ken-





The Democrat Congress crucified
Lyndon Baines Johnson when he was
president and now they are trying to
crucify Jimmy Carter just because he
is from the South. He's not a member of
the Eastern Establishment or a
member of the Kennedy clan.
As a Republican. I ought to be
jumping up and down with glee, but my
country and my state comes before my
with shady cir-
been cancelled-isi
political party. Under prevailing
political -circumstances, everyone
suffers, whether hedbe Republican or
Democrat.
Our United Nations delegate -con-
tradicts our -SecretarrOrgiWtelt-
ternational affairs. Responsible federal
officials make a statement one day and
contradict it the next.
Everyone with any knowledge of
government knows that our Congress
and our President must work together
if anything for the good of the nation is
to be accomplished.
At the Fancy Farm Picnic one
potential candidate for governor, one
supposedly to be supported by the
present administration, makes a
wisecrack about the overly-large state
airfleet and its use. The governor
himself from the speaker's stand says
this is "the promising season," in-
ferring that what candidates say is not
to be believed in its entireity.
It seems apparent at every level that
politics and personal gain comes before
the welfare of the public at large.
Democrats have controlled congress
for years. Ike had one session of
Congress controlled by Republicans.
7he state legislature has been con-
trolled by Democrats since .memory
runneth not.
The big question facing the general
, public today is where are we going to
get some candidates for office who
tfilk more of the public welfare than
they do of their political party or of
44:heir-own selfish gain.
Perpetuation of career politicians in
office, one regime. after the other,
seems to be leading us down the road to
destruction.
Isn't it about time the people quit
blindly voting the party label and
concentrate on electing men to office
who have more than their personal gain
and their party gain uppermost in their
minds.
It's time to think.
By MARIA BRAD ENCommonwealth Consumer Associated press Writer
One Way To Save
LEXINGTON, KY. API - Hundreds
of Kentuckians have discovered they
can save money by brewing beer and
making wine and soft drinks at home.
But it requires time and patience, and
an initial investment of $45 to $75.
With the same basic equipment you
can produce both beer and wine - and
loft drinks if you're so inclined, ac-
cording to the owners of a Lexington
,wine and beer making supply store.
-' Bill-Abel, who, with his wife Susan,
runs Central Kentucky Winemaking
Supplies, said that when you buy the
equipment, which costs about $45 for
beer, you can make your first five
gallons of home brew - 53 twelve-
ounce bottles - for 88 cents a bottle.
After that it will cost just 17 cents a
bottle, because most of the equipment
is reusable. -
"Yon- din Make all the Way froin
light-type beer to dark heavy European
beer," Abel said.
The same equipment may be used to
'make soda pop at a nickel a bottle, with
old-fashioned flavors like root beer and
sarsparilla.
But homebrewing beer is still
relatively new, and Abel sells most of
his supplies to home winemakers.
The initial investment for making
wine is somewhat higher than for beer,
but much of the equipment is in-
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being.discussed with a letter to the
editor
By the same token, if an issue has.
not been discussed on this page and
-a-reader feel jt issue merits
thflttentltTieneral public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
terchangeable.
After purchasing new equipment, the
first five gallon batch of 25 fifths of wine
would cost $2.88 a bottle, depending on
the cost of sugar, Abel said.
After that, if canned concentrates are
used, the cost will range from 80 cents
to $1.05 per bottle If you use your own
fresh fruit the cost will drop to 55 cents
a bottle.
Abel will rent presses to people who
want to crush their own grapes. "It will
help you avoid purple feet," he said.
Making wine or beer at home doesn't
take a lot of space, and modern
techniques mean it isn't smelly or
messy either.
Beer can be drunk in a month to a
month and a half after it is made.
As a rule, white 7/Me can be drunk
after six months, and red wines after a
year.
Abel said at least 500 people in the
Bluegrass region make their own wine,
and about 150 brew beer. He said the
state's only other supply store is in
Louisville.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger. & Times
periodically publishes-the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D, Huddlestoti
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sea. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510 •
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when' the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort:. Ky. 40601. libme
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
--Route 7 * .
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Looking Back









Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. II
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, US East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Oblo 45381. You will
receive a proMpt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 74 years old. I
have been drawing Social Security and
Medicare since I was 65 years old. I
have had trouble with my feet for the
last 20 years. My doctor has recom-
mended a certain brand of orthopedic
shoes that he thinks will be more
comfortable for me. Will Medicare
cover these shoes? - M.L.
From the information you have given
us, it is highly unlikely that Medicare
will cover your purchase of orthopedic
shoes. Orthopedic shoes by themselves
are not covered by Medicare. The only
way that these can be covered by
Medicare is if the person needs them
and they are attached to leg braces.
Heartline has developed a book
covering the entire Medicare program.
This is a simplified, easy-to-understand
version written in question-and-answer
form. To order, send $1.75 to Hear-
tithe's Guide to Medicare, 114 East
Dayton Street, West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please allow six snooks for
delivery. _
HEARTLINE: I started drawing
Social Security benefits at age 62. I
have been drawing these for five
months now. I have an opportunity for a
job that would pay me a salary high
enough that I could not receive any
Social Security benefits. Since I am
going to take this job, I am going to
have my Social Security benefits
stopped. I am planning to work until I
turn 65. I know that by taking my Social
Security benefits at age 62, I had to take
a 20 percent reduction in my benefits
When I start drawing my Social
Security at age 65, will I still have to
take this full reduction ? R.T.
When you start drawing your Social
Security benefits again at age 65, you do
not have to take the full 20 percent
reduction. However, your benefits will
be reduced due to your drawing five
months of benefits. A person's Social
Security benefits are reduced 5-9 of 1
percent for each month that benefits
are collected before the recipient's 65th
birthday. Since you collected for five
months before you were 65, your Social
Security benefit will only be reduced
about 3 percent (5-9 of 1 percent times 5
months equals about 3 percent.)
HEARTLINE: My World War II G
insurance premium will be more than I
can handle financially when I reach 75
What alternatives are available'
C.R.
•.. You can convert part of your term
coverage to one of the permanent plans
available, reduce the amotait of your
term polity to what you can effort-ix -
use the dividends from either type
policy to buy paid-up insurance that
doesn't' require premiums. Contact the
office where your insurance records
are located for complete information
Rough going
An AP News Analysis
Roads May Be
Campaign Issue
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
political pendulum in Kentucky May be
swinging back to roads as a major issue
in state elections.
Roads were prime campaign
••••-"material two decades ago. Many
candidates' allegations of irregularity,
scandal and politteal-sifadiness in-
volved the building and maintenance of
highways, and the state officials who
operated the system.
Then came the era of toll roads and
interstate highways, with fat
engineering and design contracts -
enough for all vendors - and benefits
for almost every section of the state.
Complaints lessened, coming mainly
from counties with heavy registration •
in the "wrong" party - the one not in
power, usually the GOP.
Much of the dissatisfaction with
roads still emanates from those
quarters. Martin County's continuing
vain efforts to obtain more road aid
from the Democratic administration
are an example.
But there is wider frustration, too,
around the state - compounded by the
past two severe winters, which
wreaked havoc on lesser highways, and
by the slow destruction of secondary
roads by overweight coal trucks.
However, any administration these
days, even if it wants to help the
counties, is hamstrung by the fiscal
anemia of the state's Road Fund.
The General Fund, which finances
most state government services, has
grown considerably in the past decade
through taxation, but the Road Fund's
Business Mirror
growth has been slow.
This is-mainly because of a catch in
the law that pegs Kentucky's gasoline
tax to only 9 cents per gallon, no matter
how high the price of the gasoline -
rather than to a percentage of the price,
which would produce rising revenues as
gasoline prices rose.
The result has been predictable: a
shortage of money to maintain,. much
less build, secondary and rural roads.
Astute politicians are aware that the
mind of the electorate is turning toward
local transportation, such as farm-to-
market roads, now that the era of
suPerhighway construction is ending.
State Rep. Hank Hancock, D-
Frankfort, the chairman of the Interim
Committee on Highways and Traffic
Safety, told colleagues on the com-
mittee last week that the lack of funds
for county roads could become a major
issue in the 1980 session.
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, who an-
nounced during the weekend as a
Democratic candidate for governor in
1979, indicated that she will be strewing
some of the things that state govern-
ment is not doing - and she mentioned
roads.
In fact, Mrs. Stovall has been a
willing visitor to various sections of the
state which have complained of poor
roads.
State Auditor George Atkins, the anti-
administration gubernatorial can-
didate, almost certainly will get around
-- as his platform is further unveiled -





NEW YORK (AP) - If corporations
understood real estate. said Ben
Lambert, they could solve a lot of their
financing problems and maybe save
money too. "But," he said, "it's an
enigma to most people."
Even corporate finance officers
"lack a grasp of what can be ac-
complished with brick and mortar,"
said Lambert, president of Eastdil
Realty, a subsidiary of Blyth Eastman
Dillon & Co.
Eistdil, based here, calls itself a real
estate investment banking firm. It's a
big one, raising last year more than
POO million in debt and equity capital,
and counseling on another $1.5 billion.
In arranging intricate financing
deals, such as the $240 million for
purchase of the 77,000-acre Irvine
Ranch near Los Angeles, or the $57
million 1yatt Regency Hotel mortgage
In Dall , Lambert has few peers
Real lstate is his vocation, equity
financink is his specialty and sale-
leaseback is his vehicle, each one
struct differently through myriad
options that serve buyer, seller, lessor,
lessee.
"Give some tax benefits to the in-
vestors, depreciation to others, cash
return to a nontaxable investor,)' lays
Lambert rapidly.
"Sell the land to a pension fluid and
then lease it back. Sell the building to a
private investor and structure the sale
So the tax benefits can go to someone
who can use a shelter."
What does it all mean? "To the extent
a company has an exceptional financial
track- record 'solid earnings, a
healthy balance sheet -- that company
can convert physical assets into bulk
dollars:" said Lambert.
And, he asserts, since equity finan-
cing probably runs 6 percent to 8 per-
cent, versus debt financing of 10 per-
cent or so, the company saves money in
the long run.
'So why don't more companies utilize
the technique?" Lambert is asked. His
frustration, underlain with pride, shows
through. "Old-fashioned attitudes," he
replies. "Lack of understanding too."
Because of the comlexities of selling
physical assets and then leasing them
back - and sometimes buying them
back at a later date - many companies
simply don't consider such moves in
thir capital plans.
While arrangements differ with
every deal, in almost every instance the
lessee doesn't disturb its usual lines of
credit; it doesn't impinge on the senior
debt, such as debentures.
In fact, as is often the case, it can
have written into the deal the right to
repurchase the assets at the end of a
certain period so that, in effect, it
doesn't sell the equity either.
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10 Yea % Ago
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
has authorized Coapty Judge Hall
McCuiston to appoint a committee of
citizens in cross sections of the comity
to meet with the committee of the
Murray City Council in regard to the
"one man one vote" law in the county.
Deaths reported include Erwin M.
McCuiston, age 87.
Jay Richey, son of Mrs. Frances
Richey of Murray, has been named as
one of the five national vice-presidents
of the Future Business Leaders of
America at the convention held in
Washington, D. C.
The Murray City Schools will hold
registration with all students reporting
on Aug. 23, according te Fred Schultz,
superintendent of _city si;hools.
Miss Drena flazzell, &welter Mi
and Mrs. William Baizell, was married
to Kelly Herndon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Herndon, at the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Planning Commission
will hold a public hearing on the
proposed zoning ordinance tonight at
the court house, according to Hiram
Tucker, chairman of the commission.
Deaths reported include James
Richard Johnson, age 36.
Dr. R. S. Jones, former missionary to
Brazil, will be the guest minister at the
Memorial Baptist Church on Aug. 17.
New officers of the Hazel High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America are Nita Patton, Suzanne
Curd, Dorothy Henry, Joan Sykes,
Dianne Ferguson, Linda Cooper,
Jimmie Knight, and Carolyn Hughes.
Mr. and Mrs. James Witherspoon and
son, Joe Pat, have returned from a visit
with friends in Mobile, Ala.
0--
30-Years Ago
The Murray ',State College Jersey
-herd .„,was recently given a ' type
classification rating of nearly one Point
above the national score for the breed.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Alice
Hale, age 69.
Max B. Hurt spoke on "Are You A
Pro Or A Con- at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club. He was in-
troduced by Luther Robertson.
The premium list for the Calloway
County Fair on August 18,19, an 20 has
been released and is published today.
The Southern Speedboat Races will
be held August 15 at Paris Landing
State Park.
The Penny Homemakers Club met it





By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 14, the 226th
day of 1978. There are 139 days left in
the yea
highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, President Harry
Truman anounced the unconditional
surrender of Japan. It was the end of
World War II.
On this date:
In 1784, the first Russian colony in
Alaska was founded on Kodiak Island.
In 1848, the Oregon Territory was
organized.
In 1856, the first U.S. patent for an
accordian was issued.
In 1900, the Boxer Rebellion in China
ended 
Peking.
U.S. Marines helped capture
In 1935, Congress passed the Social
Security Act.
In 1941, during World War II, it was
disclosed that President Franklin
Roosevelt and British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill t ad met at sea and
signed the Atlantiarter.
Ten years ago: A helicopter on its
way to Disneyland crashed in Compton.
Calif.. killing all 21 people aboard.
Five years ago: American bombing
in Cambodia came a halt, marking the
official end to 12 years of U.S. combat
action in Indochina.
One year ago: Israel extended
government services to inhabitants of
the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip,
granting them thea same rights as
residents of the State of Israel.
Today's birthdays: Circus im-
presario John Ringling North is 75
years old. Jockey Robyn Smith is 34. \
Tigers 
isPitcher MarkF'idrych of the Detroi‘,..
Thought for today: We don't knowl
one millionth of 1 percent about
anything - Thomas Ellison, American
inventor,1847-1931.
B Ought
And the Lord said, I have surely
seen the affliction of my people
which are in Egypt; and have heard
their cry by reason. 61 their task-
masters: for I know their :autos&
t.xodusi 3:7.
In the darkest hours of our lives
when everything seems to be working
against us and no one seems to care
about our problems, we know that
God does care.
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Remington Model 870 "Wingmaster-,
America's best selling pump action shot
3un. Double action bars, receive,
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Cessions Daus. Grade, Bolt nkruoe
The 1301 vemion of the Model 700----Arnerica best-
selling high power bolt action rill.--is uoulable in 14
different calibers Extra strong ectioo with 3 rings of
steel lbolt head, barrel and receiver' surrounding tfie
cartridge head when gun is fired Precision rifled Rem-
ington stool barrel for finest accuracy. Anti-bind 'gliding'
jeweled Dolt stainless stool magazine follower. Hinged
Door plate Bolt handle positioned farther forward of
trigger to protect knuckle. from r•Cdfl Positive thumb
safety. Flat faced gold bead front eight hooded rernP
Rear sight adjustable for windage, sliding ramp for mare
precise 11111wSPOn adjustment Rear sight remcrveble for
addition of scope block without drilling or tapping. Re-
corn., drilled and tapped for scope mount or receiver
eights American walnut Monte Carlo Stock with cheek
piece destinctive 20-lines-per-inch skip-line cut checker-
ing on grip and all around formend. Foto-end deepened.
pistol grip slimmed for more holding comfort RK-W
wood finish whits spacers, butt plate sot in solth 4
screws Sling strap and muck-release swivels, black fore-
told tip left hand versions have left hand safety. bolt
and ejection 13% in length of pull. 2% in drop at heel
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itemfrigion. HIGH POWER AUTOMATIC
"WOODSMASTER" MODEL 742
_e$151/17.11
America s best salient; gArnA rifle Ga, opm
Med fetes 5 shots as fast as MVO.r can be repeatedly
leameted and released rdte merlon," distutbanct of atm
Outstanding bolt stronger with 3 rings of stool ',eon...Jong
IAA cartridge head Vetere honSd metal futon. plus • "Salmi;
on enterer parts of frtcboo reductnq clot releameng DuPont
Teflon S A a shed eeNnovelme cle •atra Otos
.'•4141VilikaillftlitirrjefgrigOtnartrkedrle"*"*"..
mounts Detachable famued fro, ...tea ottb Pat laced woe
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Bring in -your gun and try Hugh or logo on ulfifYi-
trade. They have the best deal around.
Prices good Aug. 14th thru Aug. 23rd.
*All Monthly payments include finance charges and




Igemone Field, Autoloader, 5 Shot
Adaraail best soiling autoloader shotgun Auteenaticolly
afflusts to power of shell being fered-low hese. high base
'baby magnum Low recoil effect-a Itglet push Instead of •
hard punch 0.M.A, no-tools-needed barrel interchanpeabilety
Barrel twatemetion locks into the breechblock to assure constant
head space Cross boil safety. Receiver mode from* block of
solid steed Vibrehoned metal finish. Chrorre-plated bolt. re
center and bolt ham decoretive scostiorork Destenctem Neer
drop pistol gem both white diamond inlay. milt* spacers 'on
Dutt end grip cap, deep. surixerip checkering. fluted comb
Wood protected troth DuPont's RE W finest, Metal bead from





















New 1978 styling of this popular autoloader features
a 21" Derr& for better balance. a narrower pistol grip 
stock section and Dig gems rifle tights with bead frOnt
and fully adjustable rear (sense rear sight as used on
Model 785 big game rifle) Shoots Short, Long and Long
Rifle cartridges interchangeably ROCOIVIII. grooved for
-Ttp-Off ' scope sight mounts Crossbolt sofittv. half
Pistol grip stock and semilmavertail lore-end Black
composition chocked bun plate Tubule, magazine holds
20 Short. 17 Long or 15 Long Rifle cartridges Can be








H & R SINGLE BARREL




Has seetf-adjuateng barrel lock posit.< shell ejec tion and re
bounding hammer Chambered for 2la and 3 en shells Walnut
brushed American hardwood stock nett. butt plate BlJe•b.a• k
barrel color cased frame brass bead front eight
LIBETtl Of pull 13', en , drop al Cornb I ty kri drop at her
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An improved climbing tree
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11.70 per 1,000 $ Q 99 PerSPECIAL %) 1,000
POWDER
'Red dot •Green dot •Unique
4 Lb. Can
U.L. Reg. 19.99 SPECIAL
$1588
1 I I 1 
SHOT SHELL WADS
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Bushnell promotional rifle scope with 4X
Multi-X reticle. Has the 'serge geawal
speciticatihns-as the Bushnell Banner 4X
scope.







U.L. Reg. 27.97 Per Doz. SPECIAL '24" Per Doz
STANDARD WATER KEEL
No. 5500 U L. Reg. 19.99 per doz
GOOSE DECOYS
Floater Water Keel
No. 5840- U.L. Reg. 64.97
per doz.
SPECIAL $56" per doz.
$17" per doz
SHELL DECOY
No. 5105 U.L. Reg. 39.97 per doz.
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Two dumb shots, said manner. Both golfers were
Jimmy Brown, cost him the left with short approaches
championship outright of the on the par-5 dogleg right,
10th annual Shrine Club but Fabel appeared to hold
Invitational golf tournament the advantage.
at the Murray Country Club Brown's second shot landed
Sun& v. But it was his in a clump of dense grass
shotmaking ability in the beneath a tree to the right
clutch that gave him the of the green. After Fabel
title. lofted his approach shot 20
After Brown slumped to a feet past the hole, Brown did
final-round 75 that allowed his best to set himself
Brad Fabel and 1977 Shrine around the slender tree for
champ Rex Fraley to match the shot.
his two-day 142 score, the 'Using a long iron to run
three began a sudden--death the ball toward the hole, his
- _ _shut only
- Fraley bogeyed the firSt Tor a birdie and - the
extra hole, a par 5, while championship after Fabel
Brown and Fabel, a missed the king comeback
22-year-old Madisonville putt.
,resident, both had birdies. The dumb shots Brown
Fabel had an easier time, spoke of were a four-putt on
making a two-foot putt, No. 7, a par three, and a
while Brown was forced to ball out-of-bounds on No. 14,
sink an 8-footer. causing him to lose four
Hole No. 2, a par 3, strokes to par on the two
provided the most dramatics holes.
up to that point. Fabel The 25-year-old Paducahan
saved himself, at least for a only two weeks ago set a
moment, by sinking a 25-foot new record for the Murray
putt. Brown matched the Country Club course with a
par with a two-footer of his 63 en route to the runner-up
own. spot in the club's invitational
It ended on the third hole, tournament.
but in a most unexpected But he felt that his 67 was
Connors Thumps Higueras
For Clay Court Title;
Gilbert Is Women's Champ




unknown Dana Gilbert, who
hopes to become one, have
captured individual honors
in the 68th U.S. Open Clay
Court Tennis Championships.
"Just getting to the finals
isn't good enough for me. it
never has been," said
Connors Sunday after
winning the men's singles
title at the Indianapolis
Racquet Club for the third
time'in five years.
"I figure if I get that far I
Jimmy Brown watches the roll of his shot on the third playoff hole Sunday at the Shrine Club In- should go all the way," he
eitationai at the Murrey Country Club. Brown birdied the hole for the championship.
Stet not* by Tony Wilson
Yankees On Shod End
As Orioles Gain Revenge
By the Associated Press
The New York Yankees
and Baltimore Orioles spent
S hours, 31 minutes playing
k hours, 12 minutes of
baseball and completing 20
..J.43 of the 27 innings they
-were supposed to have
played this weekend.
They managed some of
those innings Sunday before
the heavens intervened,
converting a five-run Yankee
seventh' into so much extra
batting practice and turning
an apparent 5-3 New York
triumph into a_34 Baltimore
shutout.
A 2-hour, 27-minute rain'
delay shortened Friday
night's 2-1 Yankees victory
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to 5 t.2 innings and made a
swamp of what ordinarily
was the Memorial Stadium
outfield. The clubs got help
from the weatherman
Saturday, but none from the
electricians as three power
failures delayed the Orioles'
6-4 victory by 76 minutes.
Sunday, forsaking the
scuba gear and miner's hats
that might have been more
appropriate, the teams tried
again. Baltimore scored
three times in the sixth, the
Yanks tallied five in the
seventh
But since scores revert to
the last complete inning
when rain halts official
games - and play was
stopped with the Birds
batting in the seventh -
New York came out on the
short end.
Elsewhere, Texas swept
Cleveland 3-2 and 6-5;
Minnesota swept Oakland 3-1
and 2-1; Toronto trimmed
Kansas City 3-2 in 10 in-
nings; Boston edged
Milwaukee 4-3 in 10 innings;
Detroit routed Chicago 10-2,
and Seattle beat California
4-1
. Rangers 3-4, Indians 2-5
Kurt Bevacqua's seventh-
inning homer helped Doc
Medich win the opener and
Bobby Bonds' RBI triple
highlighted a four-run
second inning in the
nightcap, to power the Texas
sweep. The Rangers have
won nine of their last 10
while the Indians have lost
nine of 10. •
Twins 3-2, A's 1-1 •
Butch Wynegar's eighth;
inning single delivered the
deciding run, backed a five-
hitter by Roger Erickson
and capped Minnesota's
sweep of Oakland. The A's
wasted a seven-hitter by games. •
we've got the shietcfsma._,WILIA4..a, --AZA41Y
• ..promo
when catcher Jim Essian
threw wildly past first and
scored on the second of
Mike Cubbage's three
singles.
Blue Jays 3, Royals 2
Bob Bailor went four-for-
five, drove in one run and
scored the game-winner
from second base on a 10th-
inning forceout to send
Toronto past Kansas City.
Bailor opened the 10th
with a single and advanced
on Rico Carty's single. One
out later Otto Velez
grounded to Ultra --baseman
Jamie Quirk., whose throw to
second forced Carty.
But second baseman U.L.
Washington hesitated on the
play and Bailor never
stopped running. He
narrowly beat the throw to
the plate.
Red Sox 4, Brewers 3
Carlton Fisk slapped a
bases-loaded single past
third baseman Sal Bando in
the 10th inning to help
Boston hand Milwaukee its
eighth loss in nine games.
Jerry Remy opened the
10th with a grounder Bando
couldn't handle. Jim Rice
beat out a single that also
gave Bando trouble, then
Dwight Evans was walked to
load the bases for Fisk.
Earlier, Evans had hit his
22nd homer.
Tigers 10, White Sox 2
Lou Whitaker hit a three-
run, inside-the-park home
run, Steve Kemp drove in
three runs with a pair of
singles and Rusty Staub hit
his 19th homer of the year
to carry Detroit - which
has won eight of 10 -- past
Chicago and hand the White
Sox their ninth loss in 11
said.
Connors, who has won 30
of 34 matches in seven
tournament appearances
here, defeated seventh-
seeded Jose Higueras of
Spain 7-5, 6-1 in the title
match.
Earlier in the day, he
defeated defending champion
Manuel Orantes of Spain by
the same score in a match
that was halted Saturday by
darkness.
Gilbert, an 18-year-old
UCLA student, won the




of Sweden and Belle Sparre-
Viragh of Denmark com-
bined to claim the women's
doubles title with a 6-3, 6-1,




Gene Mayer and Hank
Pfister teamed for a 6-3, 6-1,
Atthe oh. ilithers 4, Adkilli 1 `
'slam Now and .1 lkiar ohm The Twins took the opener Craig Reynolds had two-...mak-lb 1444110, cor "P. .444,444 .4" run second-inning double toArmy or gm.* on a seven-hitter by Gary%se et 91~ Serum and an unearned lead Seattle Lyman Rostock
basis Boss I third-inning run. Rod Carew went four-for-four and drove
!BILE& 4161.10534.10 " bunted for a hit, took second in California's run.
Via A Birdie On Third Playoff Hole
Brown Wins Sudden Death For Shrine Club Title
It Took 3 Holes, But...
victory over Jeff Borowiak
and Claris Lewis in....rnen's
doubles.
"I'm not supposed to lose
and everybody loses once in
a while," Connors remarked
after earning the $24,000
winner's check on national
televison. "If I didn't lose
once in a while it wouldn't
give me anything to work
for."
The victory was Connors'
eighth in a Grand Prix event
this year.
"Ws a national title, No.
1. Anytime you have a
chance to win national titles,
it's important for me. It's
also improved my patience.
Sc -I know Lcan.iilay on the
stuff f clay)," he said.
The women's champion, on
the other hand, has had
little success this year. The
secondyear UCLA student
from Piedmont, Calif., who
got in the tournarnent as a
wild-card entry at the in-
vitation of tournament
director Stan Malless, was
rated No. 134 in the latest
world rankings by the
Women's Tennis Association.
Gilbert's victory and the
runnerup finish by Hallquist
and McInerney, who are
also amateurs, saved
tournament officials some
money. The $5,000 for the
women's singles and $1,000
for the runnerup women's
doubles team was not
presented to maintain their
amateur standing. However,
Malless said a large portion
of that money will be
donated to the Junior









as good a round as the 63,
since the course played
longer after receiving much-
needed rain since then.
"I felt like I hit the _ball
just as well Saturday as
during my 63," Brown said,
"but the course played much
longer. I had to hit a three-
iron both days on my second
shot on No. 1 ( a 490-yard
par five), but I was able to
hit a seven during my round
of 63.
Fabel, on the other hand,
was happy to finish as he
did "1"..ye_sgly_slayegLig_
one other tournament this
year," the former University
of Houston, golfer said. "I
was really happy to come as
close to winning as I did."
Brown isn't the only golfer
in his family to have success
in the Shrine. His father,
Dick, won the Shrine
division the first three years
it 'as staged. The tourney
has since abandoned
distinguishing between




















Kansas City 63 51 .553
California 65 55 542 1
DaktAnd 61 60 .504 51/2
Trxas 57 57 --.5W/ -6
Minnesota 51 65 .40 13
ago 47 66 .808 11/2
Seattle 44 75 .370 211/2
- Saturday's Games-
Boston 3-11, Milwaukee 1-4
Texas 6, Cleveland 1
Minnesota 6, Oakland 3
Toronto S. Kansas City 2
Baltimore 6, New York 4
Chicago 6, Detroit 3
California 7-3, Seattle 5-5
Sunday's Games
Texas 34. Cleveland 2-5
Toronto 3, Kansas City 2
Minnesota 3-2. Oakland 1-1
Baltimore 1, New York 0, 6 innings,
rain shortened
Boston 4, Milwaukee 3. 10 innings
Detroit 10, Chicago 2
Seattle 4. California 1
Monday's Games
Milwaukee , Sorenson 13-81 at Boston
Lee 1041. ItwU
New York tTidrow 5-8, at Baltimore
Patnar
Minnesota (Holly 140) at Cleveland
, Paxton 841, (a)
Kansas City (Gale 13.4.Lit Detroit ( Wil-
cox 84), ni




W L Pet. GB
Philadelphia 63 51 559 -
Chicago 59 54 513 41/2
Montreal 56 62 .475 9
Pittsburgh 52 61 460 101/2
New York 48 69 410 181/2
St Louis 48 69 .410 161/2
WEST
San Francisco 69 49 586 -
Loa Angeles 64 50 571 1
Cincinnati 67 50 573 14
San Diego 80 58 506 9
Houston 54 61 .470 13‘,
Atlanta 54 62 .466 14
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 10, Pittsburgh 1
St Louis 5, New York 1
Montreal 4, Chicago 3. 14 innings
Houston S. Atlanta 2
San Francisco 3, LOS Angeles 2
San Diego 4, Cincinnati 2
Sem& y's Games
Pittsburgh 7, Philadelphia 3
St Lows 6, New York 1
Chicago 2, Montreal 1
Houston 3, Atlanta 0
San Francisco 7, Los Angeles 6. 11
nings
San Diego& ailideinst: 2
MOWN Games
Atlanta Maki' 441 at Chicago i Rob-
erts 5-71
andildilli (Moan HI at Pittsburgh
f Rooker411., in)
Houston (Dixon 5-4) at St Louis , Forsch
9-13i,
Only games scheduled
Iwingirtg- To 3rd Place
208 golfers, with all the
proceeds going to charity.
Among those competing
was Smiley Wilson of Nash-
ville, whose wife Kitty and
he were involved in radio
and television in its early
days. Wilson has par-
ticipated in the event every
year except 1974. "And that
was only because of an
operation," Wilson said.
Al Jones fired a 154 for
first-flight honors; Harold
Cook, a 158 for the second
flight; Larry Hunt, a 164 for
third flight_tonors; Jim
Boone a 170 for the fourth
flight; Ronnie Smith, a 175
for the fifth flight; Ed
Morgan, a 185 for the sixth
flight title; and F. B.
Nelswender, a 190 for
seventh flight honors.
denotes won by coin toss
The championship flied and the top
eight in every flight are:
Caerwierwras NOM
Jimmy Brown • - -
Brad Fabel 
Rex Fraley 










































Al Jones  154
Bill 154
RalpAffec eston  158
Larry'Robinexi 157
Dwain Mchitosh . . . .  157
Dick Brown ...... ......  158
James Carroll 159
159
















Bobby Freeman  . 167
14111131ffttleer'--• -Itti --








Wally McMillan  172
David Manfield  173
H.E. Mullins  173















Tommy Carroll . 187












Little Leaguers Wm One;
Kentucky All-Stars 3rd
The Murray "A" Little
League All-Stars dropped
an 8-7 decision to Central
City in the quarterfinals
of the Madisonville Little
League All-Star tour-
nament Friday.
The sqaud had ad-
vanced with a victory
Tuesday.
Third baseman Jeff
Downey paced the all-
stars with three hits,
while Mark Boggess
added two hits, including
a double: - - --
Boggess went the
distance on the mound,




lost, but still managed a -




The all-stars won by
forfeit last Tuesday over
Ohio County, then






with a 6-2 loss to
Madisonville, but cap-
tured the consolation
bracket with a 14-6
thumping of Morganfield
Saturday.
.--Murray used a five-run
uprising in the third




Mark West tossed a
one-hitter to lead the all-
stars past Morganfield.
The all-stars laced seven
hits and scored in every







- • 4 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries




The Murray Kentucky league All-Stars' Chris Padgett swings during the team's loss to Madison-
ville in the invitational tow ney there Saturday. Murray finished third of 16 teams,
Photo Sy Ted Wilson










































































































































Playing The Roll Of Runne up
Brad Jebel putts during Sunday's sudden-death playoff with Jimmy Brown in the lOtiminnual
Shrine Club golf tournament at the Murray Country Club. Fabel fired a final-round 72, betimes to
Jimmy Brown in the playoff.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
Giants Regain Lead, Edge LA;
Padres Bump Cincy To Third
By the Associated Press
If the San Francisco
Giants and Los Angeles
Dodgers keep up their wild
battles in the National
League West, they both may
drop from exhaustion before
the season ends.
The latest installment in
baseball's hottest rivalry
was an epic 11-inning affair
Sunday in which the Giants
defeated the Dodgers 7-6 and
moved back into first place
in the division. Los Angeles
-a- game- beak-and-Cin.
cinnati is 1/2-games out
after losing to San Diego 3-2.
"A game like this could
only happen between the
Dodgers and the Giants,"
said Jack Clark, San
Francisco's hero with a run-
scoring single in the llth
inning. "Maybe now people
will believe San Francisco is
the real thing. Maybe we
haven't convinced everybody
but, out of 20 people, I'd say
we've convinced 15."
One of those convinced
was Dodgers outfielder
Reggie Smith.
"Give them credit," said
Smith. "They battled back.
They wouldn't have been on
top for so long without being
a good club."
Smith hit two homers and
Lee Lacy had one for the
Dodgers in regulation play
while the Giants got four
runs in the second on Jim
Dwyer's two-run double and
RBI singles by Clark ancl'->,
Willie McCovey.
Elsewhere in the NL, San
Diego beat Cincinnati 3-2,
Houston blanked Atlanta 3-0,
Chicago edged Montreal 2-1,
Pittsburgh subdued
Philadelphia 7-3 and St.
Louis topped New York 64.
The Dodgers and Giants
thus split eight games in the '
_last 11 days. San Francisco
won the *st two games
four-gam- set at home
week before the Dodgers,
came back to take the next ...
two. In Los Angeles this
weekend, the Dodgers were
victors in the opening pair
of contests and the Giants
took the final two.
Padres 3, Reds 2
Eric Rasmussen won ins
llth game in 20 decisions
with relief help from Bob
Shirley, who gained his third
save and extended to seven
straight games his scoreless
pitching streak.
San Diego scored all three
runs in the first inning, two
on RBI singles by Dave
Winfield and Oscar Gamble.
The loss dropped the Reds
to third place in the Wild
West scramble, and San
Diego is nine games back in
fourth- place, -,,
Astros 3, Braves 0
Bob Watson slammed a
two—run homer in a three-
run first inning and Vern
Ruhle threw a five-hitter for
his second straight shutout
for Houston.
Ruhle, 2-0 since joining the
Astros, has allowed only one
unearned run in his last 26
innings for an earned run
average of 0.38. He has
allowed just three earned
run in 29 innings.
Cubs 2, Expos 1.
Dave Kingman's solo
homer in the sixth inning
boosted Rick Reuschel to his
11th- vetoer -in 21- decisions
and handed- Montreal rookie
pitcher Scott Sanderson 'a
defeat in his first major-
league decision.
Kingman's home run, No.
18 on the season, was his
first since Aug. 4 and second
since June 30. He spent most
of July on the disabled list.
Pirates 7, Phillies 3
After surrendering 29 hits
and 25 runs to division-
leading Philadelphia in the
last two games, Pittsburgh
woke up with some timely
hitting and pitching.
Don Robinson hurled a
sixhitter and struck out six,
and the Pirates got 12 hits,
including a three-run hiller
by Dave Parker. The
Phillies had won the 'first
three games of the series.
Cardinals 6, Mets 1
St. Louis swept a three-
game set with New York
and tied the Mets for fifth
place in the East, the first
time in nearly three months
that the Cardinals were not
in sole possession of last
place.
Pete Vuckovich, the NI,
earned run average leader
among starting pitchers,
hurled a four-hitter and had
a runscoring single. He
struck out seven and walked
,one. .
Former Mets Wayne
Garrett and Mike Phillips
had seven hits between them
to lead the Cardinals attack.
Phillips Sees Philadelphia Strong
But Not Quite Same As Denver
By the Associated Press
HOUSTON—Houston Oiler
Coach O.A. "Bum" Phillips
isn't breathing a sigh of
relief, but he doesn't think
tonight's exhibition game
against Philadelphia can be
as rugged as his team's
opening against= Super Bowl
entry Denver.
"They may play good, but
I don't think their Personnel
is as good as Denver's,"
Phillips said of the Eagles.
"If they were as good as
Denver, they would have
been in the Super Bow),
too."
The Oilers opened the
preseason with a 17-12 loss
to the Broncos in which
rookie Heisman Trophy
winner Earl Campbell
rushed for 29 yards in 12
carries in his professional
debut.
Campbell again will be in
the spotlight for the Oilers,
but another Houston
favorite, Billy "White
Shoes", Johnson, is still a
holdout.
Phillips said he stays out
vf contract negotiations, but
neld a lengthy conversation
with Johnson last week
without results.
Mahaffey Follows Up With Pleasant Valley Victory
By the Associated Press
SUTTON, Mass. —
Veteran John Mahaffey was
on Cloud Nine when he
arrived here as the new
PGA champion. Today, he's
flying even higher.
As if to prove his
dramatic comeback for the
PGA title was no fluke,
Mahaffey made it two in a
row Sunday, going on a
birdie spree in the stretch
for a record-smashing two-
stroke victory in the $225,000
Pleasant Valley Golf Classic.
"To win two tournaments
in a row is just un-
believable," the- 5-foot-9
Texan said. "I didn't think I
had a chance here because I.
was really tired after
winning the PGA last week.
"The tendency after
you've won a major
championship is to have a
letdown, and I didn't want
that to happen.'
Mahaffey rebounded
quickly from the 3-putt
bogey on his 65th hole. He
ran off four consecutive
birdies, sinking putts of one
inch and 12, 25 and 5 feet.
Then, on the next to last
hole, Mahaffey clinched the
victory as Gil Morgan's final
hopes were dashed. Morgan
struck a tree limb with an
iron shot and the ball rolled
into a water hazard, forcing
him to take a double bogey.
"That was the end for
me," the traveling -op-
tometrist said. "I just let it
get away from me on that
one hole. However, I had a
lot of opportyities. I missed
eight putts for birdies from
within 15 feet."
Mahaffey was saved from
trouble on the same hole
when his fairway shot struck
a spectator and bounced
back just off the green.
"It saved-- me from a
bogey, or worse," Mahaffey
said. "It was a tremendous
break."
After lipping the cup and
taking a bogey on the 16th
green, Mahaffey saved par
on the final two holes for a
4-under 67 and a 72-hole
score of 14-under 270,
breaking the Pleasant Valley
PGA record of 271 set last
year by Ray Floyd.
Morgan, cheered on as a
representative of the
sponsoring American Optical
Co., and Floyd birdied the
last hole for a second-place
tie at 272. Morgan had a
closing 69. Floyd posted a
67, his 13th consecutive
subpar round here since his
first visit in 1965.
Free of injuries and
personal problems which
plagued him for more than
two years, Mahaffey, who
just turned 30, added $45,000
to the $50,000 banked for the
Lopez' Success Brings Memories
To Former Golden Girl Marlene
WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
MANHASSET, N.Y. — Marlene Hagge
watched Nancy Lopez lead a stream of
adoring fans — like a modern Pied
Piper -- down the 10th fairway on the
North Hills course, and her memory
floated across a span of three decades.
"I know what she is going through,"
commented the tiny blonde veteran of
the ladies' golf tour. "It's intoxicating.
It's exciting. But the pressures are
tremendous.
"But the one thing she must learn is
to say 'no.' Everybody will be pestering
her to death."
Marlene is one of the glamorous
Bauer sisters who burst upon the scene
in the late 1940s and for one brief,
electric period enjoyed the same
exhilarating, yet demanding ex-
periences now belonging to Miss Lopez,
the game's freshest feminine phenom
Marlene was only 15 when she won
the U.S. and Western Junior crowns
and gained the semifinals in the U.S.
Women's Amateur at Merion, Pa., in
1949. Her sister, Alice, was 21.
The two daughters of a golf
professional presented a sharp contrast
in a sport that featured the sturdy,
athletic Babe Didrickson, chubby Patty
Berg and El handful of others
muscularly endowed for the rigors of
their gypsy life.
The 13auers were tiny and cute. They
looked as if they should be advertising
cosmetics instead of battling par in a
searing sun four to five hours a day.
Both had loose, wandering swings. It
was said they made eight mistakes on
the backswing and corrected all of
them on the way down.
They were on the cover of Life
Magazine. They were subjects of
national exposure. pursued by the print
and electronic press. In 1949, Marlene
was named Woman Athlete of the Year.
The sisters turned pro together in 1950.
"We only had a half dozen or so
players then," Marlene, now 44, and
wimner of numerous tournamnets,
recalled. "The Babe, Patty, Betty
Jameson, Louise Suggs and Marilyn
Smith.
"The late Fred Corcoran started the
tour. He got a women's clothes
manufacturer, Alvin Handmacher, to
sponsor us. We called it the Weather-
vane Tour, after Handmacher's line of
clothes. A tournament's total purse was
$5,000. The winner usesally got around
$500. The crowds were very sparse."
Now, some forty years later, Nancy
Lopez, a comely Mexican-American
'miss of 21. out of Roswell, N.M., has
given the ladies' tour the biggest
charge in its history, drawing crowds in
droves.
Interest in women's golf exploded
after Miss Lopez won five tournaments
in a row as a rookie earlier this year,
captured the British Ladies' PGA and
boosted her season earnings to a record
of more than 9150.000.
"Some people just have a knack for
generating excitement and attracting
large galleries — I guess they call it
charisma," said Marlene who remains
a svelte 5-foot-2, 115-pounds.
"Arnold Palmer has it. Nancy Lope7
has it. Everybody likes Nancy, even the
other girls. She is a lively girl -
friendly, natural, young in years but
mature as a competitor. On top of that,
she is a fine player."
No comparison can be made with the
great Babe, Marlene insists.
"The Babe was a natural athlete,
could have been a champion in
anything she undertook. But she didn't
have the refinement of strokes that
Patty Berg and Louise Suggs had and
later Mickey Wright and now Nancy
She was a long ball hitter with guts'
Marlene predicted that Nancy's
natural appeal coupled with tour-
nament success would trigger a boom
In women's golf.
"Nancy is such a fine • example.
Unlike some players, she doesn't get
immersed in the tour. She is sort of a
loner. She has organized her priorities
well. She has friends and Interests
outside of golf, yet seems to relate to
everyone — particularly the public."
PGA championship. Just one
year ago, he failed to make
the half-way cut at Pleasant
Valley.
Morgan and Floyd
collected $20,812 apiece for
their runnerup tie. Mark
Hayes, the thirdround
leader, shot a final-round 74,
finishing in a tie for fourth
with Bruce Lietzke, Bob
Shearer and Miller Barber
at 276.
Led by Mahaffey, the pros
head for the Westchester
Classic in Rye, N.Y., this
week. Although weary,
Mahaffey looms as the man
to beat. He wants to become
another Ben Hogan, a fellow
Texan who didn't win his
first major tournament until
after he was 30.
"I did everything but beg
him to come back, and I did
a little of that, too," Phillips
said. "I thought maybe he'd
go back (to training camp)
with us after our game here
last week, but he didn't."
Phillips said Johnson's
absence hurt the Oiler
performance against Denver.
-He's the best there is, ,so
whatever we got on our kick
returns, he would have
gotten more," Phillips said.
Philadelphia Coach Dick
Vermeil will counter
Campbell's presence with a
pair of former Texas
collegians at the running
back positions — Cleveland
Franklin of Baylor and
Wilbert Montgomery of
Abilene Christian.
"I'm very impressed with
Montgomery right now,"
Vermeil said. "Everytiody
on the field is impressed
with him too, especially the
defensive people who try
and tackle him." -
Franklin was injured most
of ,his senior year at Baylor,
and carried the ball only
once last season for the
Eagles, but he has, at least
temporarily, beaten out
fullback Mike Hogan.
"I want to see what
Cleveland can do playing on
the first string," Vermeil
said. "I also want to see
what a guy does playing
second team. Com-
petitiveness sometimes is a
good evaluator."
The Eagles won their
exhibition opener against
Miami in the Hall of Fame
game at Canton, Ohio, but
lost to New Orleans last
week in a game played at
Mexico City. Kickoff for
tonight's game is 8 p.m.
CDT.
The second round of
preseason play began Friday
night as Washington
defeated Green Bay 20-12,
giving Coach Jack Pardee
his first triumph with his
new club.
In Saturday's action,
Dallas stung Denver in a
rematch of Super Bowl XII,
this time by the score of 21-
14.
Roger Staubach threw two
TD passes to Tony Hill and
linebacker Mike Hegman
scampered.66 yards with an
interception for the Cowboys
final score. Norris Weese
passed for both Bronco
touchdowns.
Los Angeles, 0-2, was
soundly beaten by San Diego
17-0 and Rams owner Carroll
Rosenbloom announced
Sunday night that new head
Coach George Allen had
been fired.
In a prepared an-
nouncement, Rosenbloom
said hiring Allen had been a
mistake.
"It is my feeling that I
have made a serious error
in judgment in believing
George Allen could. work
within our framework,"
Rosenbloom said. "It has
been extremely difficult for
him to adjust to a new
situation."
Offensive coordinator Ray
Malavasi was named tc
replace Allen.
New England, with the
help ,of a 50-yard bomb from






when it was learned that
wide receiver Darryl
Stingley, who was carried
from the field on a stret-
cher, was not as seriously
hurt as had been feared. A
surgeon said that Stingley
had suffered some paralysis
immediately after the in-
jury, but was able to move
after surgery in Castro
Valley, Calif.
In the battle for bragging
rights in New York, the Jets
won 27-23 over the Giants.
The Jets were led by
quarterback Richard Todd,
who threw three touchdown
passes, the final one an 18-
yard strike to Wesley
Walker with 1:24 remaining
in the game.
Rookie quarterback Doug
Williams, out of Grambl'ing,
threw a third-quarter, 3-yard
touchdown pass to Louis
Carter as Tampa Bay, 2-0,
surprised Baltimore 23-12.
The Bucs' Jimmy DuBose
ran for 80 yards, 24 of them
on a third-quarter touchdown
jaunt.
Pittsburgh intercepted five
passes but it took a Mike
Kruczek-to-Lynn Swann 35-
yard touchdown pass in the
fourth quarter to give the
Steelers a 13-7 triumph over
the defenseminded Falcons.
In other Saturday games,
undefeated Seattle, who has
not allowed a touchdown in
their two games, beat San
Francisco 20-6, Kansas City
made it two in a row with a
17-13 victory over Minnesota,
1-1, St. Louis defeated
Chicago 26-14 and Cleveland
got past Buffalo 20-10.
Slew Wins
At Saratoga
By The AsseeMted Press
Seattle Slew gave notice
that he is back in Triple
Crown form and ready to
climb to the top of the
thoroughbred world as a 4-
year-old.
In 'Saturday's $25,000 Fred
Caposella allowance at
Saratoga, Seattle Slew, with
Jean Cruget aboard, breezed
to a six-length triumph over
Proud Birdie in preparation
for the Marlboro Cap Sept.
16.
Dr. James Hill, co-owner
of Seattle Slew, said of last
year's Triple Crown winner:
"I think that Slew was as
sharp as he's ever been." In
fact, he said he -was so
confident of victory that "we
installed Slew with a
rearview mirror."
Later in the day, White
Star Line, ridden by Mike
Venezia, scored by 1 42
lengths over Summer Fling









Fred Herndon Roy Garland
Service Manager . Body Shop Manager
These men have many years of combined
experience in automotive repair. All to
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EltiElAt& RECAST
Effects Of Drought On Corn
Dur000d Beatty
Agriculture Dept., M.S.U.
The current drought so
apparent in parts of western
Kentucky and nearby states
has. already seriously
reduced prospects for a. good
corn yield for many far-
mers. It is impossible to
make a general statement
on yield losses because
drought affects corn in
different ways, depending on
which of .the four growth
stages is most affected.
Early drought that ap-
pears when plants are waist
to shoulder high results in
stunted plants with "um-
brella" type growth caused
by failure of the upper in-
ternodes to elongate. The top
several leaves and the tassel
will be very close together.
Such plants will be four to
five feet tall. Stunting at this




causes "blasting" of the
tassel and upper leaves.
This condition is caused by
extreme heat accompanied
by a moisture shortage. The
upper parts of the affected
plant die and turn white. A
small percentage of blasted
tassels probably will not
seriously hurt yield if
teather conditions allow the
majority of . the tassels to,
produce got pollen.
pollen.
The most serious drought
injury occurs when drought
hits at tasseling time.
Normally, corn silks appear
in abundance a day or two
later than the tassels. A
tassel will shed pollen for
four or five days. Drought
delays appearance of ear
silks more than it does the
tassels. If drought delays the
silks two or three additional
days; most of the pollen
may have been shed by the
time silks appear. Therefore,
serious drought at this time
can result in a high number
of barren plants that have
no grain on the ears.
Drought stress that comes
after pollination is com-
pleted will cause some
kernels near the tip of the
ear to abort Or fail. Con-
tinued drought while the
kernels are filling with
starch will cause kernels to
be light and chaffy.
Use of drought injured
corn depends on the extent
of damage, the presence or
absence of livestock,. and ,the
of_ harvesting
equipment. This corn can be
made into silage for later
use or it can be chopped, and
fed to supplement dried-up
pastures. If your corn
remains green, but without
ears, it will still continue to
grow and store some sugars
in the leaves and stalks.
Decision on use of the corn
can be delayed for two or
three weeks beyond the
normal pollination time.
For ensiling, the moisture
content of the corn should tw
65-68 percent. If it is too wet
the silage will be slimy and
will have a bad odor. If the
corn is too dry it will mold
and it can heat suffieciently




that cause problems when
fed to cattle. This would not
normally be a problem with
partially barren corn.
Burley Yield Expected To Be










from last year, the per-acre
yield is expected to be up
slightly.
That was the word
Thursday from the U.S.
Farmers Air Service











Why gamble? Protect your
valuables from fire, theft or
loss . in one of our safe
deposit boxes. It costs you
just pennies a day . . . a
small price to pay for real




in issuing its first burley
estimate of the season.
The Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service
in Louisville estimated the
1978 burley tobacco crop will
total 403.2 million pounds.
compared with 415.4 million
pounds last yeatr.—The yield
is expected to increase by 40
pounds per acre from 2,360
to 2,400 pounds.
Kentucky's soybean crop
is also expected to be down
this year, with the season's
first estimates placing the
crop at 37.7 million bushels,
6 percent under last year.
The soybean yield is ex-
pected to be 26 bushels per
acre, down 3L-2 bushels from
last year.
The latest corn estimates
call for a crop of 112.6
million bushels, down 11
percent from last year, with
the predicted yield of 84
bushels per acre down four
bushels from last month's
estimates.
Will Sherman, a
statistician for the reporting
service, said the decrease in
burley production is largely
the result of reduced
acreage, with 5 percent less
land planted in burley this
year than last.
Sherman said the large
carryover of tobacco
allotments last year
probably resulted in the
reduced acreage.
He said the reduced yields
in soybeans and corn are a
result of the dry weather in
western Kentucky and the
late spring which delayed
planting.




Virginia, West Virginia and
Ohio) is 607.4 million
pounds, down 2 percent.
Sherman said dark
tobacco, which makes up a
relatively minor portion of
the Kentucky tobacco crop,
is expected to yield 37.5
million pounds -- 19.4
million pounds of dark fire
cured and 18.1 million
pounds of dark air cured.
The dark fire cured
estimate is down 2 percent
from last year, while the
dark air cured is up 7
percent.
BUGS DESTROY BUGS
GUELPH, Ontario (APi- •
Damage to oat, barley and
wheat crops caused by the creal
leaf beetle has been brought
under control in Ontario, says a
professor from the University of
Guelph.
A wasp parasite has killed 60
to 80 percent of the beetle larvae
in the past few years.
TOUR OF TVA GARDENS — Mrs. Clara Bramley, Calloway County Extension
Assistant, University of Kentucky College of Agriculture Extension Service is checking
the progress of the TVA demonstration gardens throughout the county. Shown is the
garden being grown by the Buford Downey's. Other demonstration gardens are being
grown by Leanna Rogers, Joyce Kendall, Janice Hardin, Yvonne Catlett, Barbara Evans,
Mitzi Smith, Lucy Payne, Margie Winchester, Martha Adams, Theresa Stockwell, Denise
Barnett, Kathrine Pittman, Cindy Hicks, Debbie Evans, Charolett Kelt. In 1976 the
Downey's grew a demonstration garden - this year they are growing a garden using
their own plants. These families preserve the surplus foods by freezing and canning
Agriscene By DIANA TAYLORAssociated Press Writer
Lettermans Honored
An outstanding Jersey herd,
progress in over all dairy
farm operations, and
knowledge and understanding
of his cooperative has placed
Keith and Katie Letterman of
Route 2, Murray, _as .the
"Outstanding Young Pairy
-Farmer Couple" for 1978.
Letterman has operated a0
cow dairy farm consisting
mostly of registered Jerseys
for the past six years. He
purchased 140 acreelast year
and now farms almost 500. He
has served as Vice President




Thoroughbred racing has the
Kentucky Derby, the
Belmont and the Preakness
— the elusive Triple Crown.
But another Triple Crown,
of sorts, gets - underway here
Monday with the All
American Angus Breeders'
Futurity.
The futurity, initiates a
show season which will also
include the North American
Livestock Exposition at
Louisville and the National
Western Stock Show, held at
Denver
And cattlemen from 30
states, Canada and
Argentina are expected to
bring 270 head to Louisville
next week for the com-
petition, now in its 31st year,
said show manager Joe Bill
Meng of Bowling Green.
The judging begins
Monday, after the cattle are
broken into about 20 classes,
Meng said. The classes are
determined by age, and we
try to keep the age spread
as narrow as possible," he
said.
"Then it's more or less an
elimination system building
up to the selection of
supreme champion."
The class champions
compete against each other
to win the calf, intermediate
or junior divisions, depen-
ding on age. Those three
winners are then judged to
determine the grand
champion of each sex, Meng
said.
Then comes "the high
point of the show — the
selection of the supreme
champion . on Tuesday,"
Meng said, to be chosen
from the male and female
grand champions.
One bull has won the
North American and
National Western shows and
is considered a strong
contender for the supreme
championship of the futurity.
Born July 4, 1976, the
beast is aptly named
Patriot, and he's owned by
New York restatiranteur
Jerry Brody.
Patriot will be showing as
a summer senior yearling —
he won the other two shows
FARMERS FRIEND
MEDI PAC MINRAL GARD
Help Prevent Pinkeye





as a summer yearling —
and there will be several
younger bulls offering strong
competition, Meng said.
"But because of the
momentum he has built up
in the ring and his
popularity, he would have to
be considered one of the
strong contenders for
supreme champion this
year," Meng added. "It
would be a rare feat. "
The timing of the futurity
helps to make it a social
function, Meng said. Cat-
tlemen and businessmen find
it easier to get away in the
summer, and some make a
vacation out of coming to
Kentucky, he said.
As a result, the event will
have its share of hospitality
hours and dinners, with
former U.S. Agriculture
Secretary Earl Butz
scheduled to speak at a
luncheon Monday.
Butz, who is now dean
emeritus of the college of
agriculture at Purdue
University in Indiana, will
speak on the subject, "We
Will Always be a Nation of
Meat Eaters.
D.H.I.A., Calloway County
Young Adult Farmers Class,
and he has received the award
for top producing Jersey herd
in Kentucky for four con-
secutive years.
A strong believer in
cooperative marketing, Keith.--
believes in supporting his co-
op through support and
participation and is very
enthusiastic about advertising
and promotion.
The Lettermans have two







305 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
You don't have a lot of extra time to spend
in town. So we make your place our office.
Your Production Credit man depends on
on-farm contacts to keep him up to the
minute on local conditions.
It puts him in a better position to under-
stand your money needs.
After all, his business is to
provide you with farm
credit service.











THEY'VE GOT TO GO!
NO,REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED!
• 
Direct Hot Ow to Iwo lAseislisery At It's .it
hist Aiwoliter ',voice Front I Igo*
Dial Toil Free 753-5299
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION Of HIGHWAY 121 — SEDALIA ROAD — HAYFIELD



















































PAM II THE RAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, August 14, 1978
OUTSTANDING DAIRY COUPLE - Keith and Katie Let-
terman of Route 2, Murray, are shown accepting the
Dairymen Inc. award as outstanding dairy couple for 1978.
Pictured (from left) is Tom Mogan, manager, Paducah
Division, Katie and Keith Letterman, Joseph Allen Pen-
dleton, Hopkinsville, the 1977-1978 dairy farming winner.
FARM ACREAGE
If you're interested in good productive row crop
farm in Western Kentucky . . . We have some
good farm acreage- between-115- and-Mt-acres.- -
Available in Marshall, Graves, and Callowar
Counties. Also • around Calvert City. Sound
Good?! Call Today.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Ron Talent 753-7411 Cynthia Gamble 759-13%











Hwy. 54 West of Paris
FARMERS!






Farmers  • 474-2295
Ky.
Farmers . . .1-800-592-5409






milktat Tests WANT ADS ARE YOUR BEST BUY
The official who coordinates
the state's regulatory
program for milk clarifies
misunderstandings that occur
when milkfat tests vary.
"They can result from
inaccurate sampling or
careless handling of milk
samples before they reach the
testing laboratory, but rrtost
variations in the fat content of
milk are caused on the dairy
...farm,"_ says. E. Trautman,
with Regulatory Services in
the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
This is important to milk
producers because in most
cases they are paid for their
product on the basis of weight
and percent milkfat.
Only haulers who are
licensed by Regulatory Ser-
vices are legally sample and
weigh milk for sale in bulk
coolers on farms. Tests for
milkfat, using either Babcock
or Milkotester equipment, are
being performed in about 24
laboratories over the state.
"Testers and their equip-
ment are checked often
throughout the year," says
Troutman. "Any inaccuracies
or problems related to tester
or equipment are corrected
immediately."
He reminds haulers that it is
their responsibility to get a
representative sample by
thoroughly mixing the milk in
each farm tank. Streaks of fat
on the surface of the milk
indicate that it isn't mixed
thoroughly.
Milk samples should be kept
in an upright position and cool,
between 33 and 40 degrees F.,
until delivered to the buyer.
The regulatory official also
reminds that curdled (sour),
frozen, churned or partially
churned samples do .not test
accurately.
Many on-farm factors affect
the fat test of milk, and only
some of them can be con-
trolled by a producer, ac-
cording to Troutman. He
points out that a dairy herd
can vary in milkfat test from.
day to day, adding: "You
can't compare DHIA's one
monthly test with the milk
buyer's test which is an
average of five or six analyses
a month. However, over a
period of time the plant and
DHIA tests should be in fairly
close agreement." -
There are significant breed
differences in milkfat tests,
but Troutman says that there
is a greater variation within a
breed than between breeds.
"This is due to -genetic dif-
ferences," he says, "and
shows up in cow families."
Milkfat varies 0.5 per cent to
more than 1.0 per cent from
the beginning to the end of a
lactation. About the fourth
month after a cow freshens,
her production goes down and
milkfat percent increases,
according to Troutman.













_I. Herd Mineral Vitamin Sup-
plement
2. Farm-O-Mineral. A salt-free
100% mineral.
3. Dairy Mineral 12-12
4. Super Cattle Booster Pack -
for growing young heifers and
steers.
ARMINGTION FEED
F FARM SUPPLY, INC.
FARMINGTON, KT.
feeding programs you can believe In
Nutrena Feeds
factor, with inilkfat relatively
high in the fall and winter and
low in the spring and summer.
Fat tests usually drop when
temperatures and humidity
climb during the summer.
As a rule, Troutman says
that fat percent decreases as
milk yield increases. This
explains why there is a slight
drop in milkfat tests in the
spring when production per
. raw rises, and why-theinglit-11
rnilkihg usually tests higher in
fat than the morning's. "With
a longer interval before the
morning's milking, cows give
more milk testing lower in
fat," says Troutman.
Incomplete milking lowers
the fat test, according to the
Regulatory official, because
the first portion of the' milk
drawn from the cow's udder
contains less fat than the last
portion.
When a cow gets too little
fiber in her diet, the milkfat
test likely will be low. For this
reason, dairymen are advised
to feed 10 to 12 pounds of hay
or silage per cow daily.
Heating of feed or grinding it
too fine also can lower the fat
test.
Milkfat percent declines
gradually as a cow ages,
usually dropping 0.2 to 0.3
percent over her productive
life, according to Troutman.
Cows in poor health, excited or
in heat may show con-
siderable variation in both
milk yield and in milkfat test.
"Although inadequate
mixing of milk in the farm
bulk tank or careless handling
of samples can cause milkfat
tests to vary, more than likely
the source of the variation is




producers can take a number
of steps to assure a crop of
healthy calves for buyers,
according to an Extension
veterinarian in the Ilk College
of Agriculture.
Don LaBore encourages
producers to precondition, or
prepare their calves on the
farm to withstand stresses of
shipping and feecllot adaption.
and to resist disease.
He recommends that calves
be:
- weaned and started on
feed 30-40 days prior to sale
time.
- vaccinated for blackleg,
malignant edema, IBR, PI,3,
BVD and Pasteurella at least
three or four weeks prior to
sale, so they will have time to
build up an immunity to these
diseases before shipping.
- treated for grubs bet-
ween the end of July and the
first of November.
— wormed, treated for
internal parasites and vac-
cinated for five strains of
leptospirosis prior to sale.
- treated for external
parasites.
Bull calves should be
castrated at least one month
before sale, and preferably a
minimum of two months
beforehand, to be over shock
from the operation by ship-
ping time. The same principle
applies to dehorning, which
can be performed at the same
time as castration.
"Steps in preconditioning
will vary with herd
management conditions,"
La Bore says. "Work with your
local veterinarian in designing




given, pursuant to the
Provision of Section
101 ( e) of the Federal
Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of
1972, P.L. 92-500, that a
public hearing will be
held on Thursday
September 5, 1978, at
7:00 p.m. at the
Murray City Hall to
present and discuss an
amended plan for
sewers and waste
water treatment in the
city of Murray and
other parts of Calloway
County. All interested
parties are requested
to be present to ex-







Hodges, am no longer
responsible for any
debts other than my






have been made in the-
Calloway District
-Coart. Att-- claims
• 'Against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of
qualification.
ha Rudd Futrell, dec'd,
1011 Olive Street,
Murray, Ky., John R.
Imes, Almo, Ky.,
Executor.
J. C. Milstead, dec'd,
Route 1, Hazel, Ky.,
Gearldine Myers,
Route 1, Hazel, Ky.,
Executrix
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
By Leah Workman DC
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of





estate of Arthur Perry,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before August 23,
1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
By Leah Workman DC
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of





estate of George Ligon,
Deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the
Calloway District Court
,egs or Ware Manua 23,
1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
By Leah Workman DC
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway
District Court by Ortis
Key, Clovis Brown, &
Lowell Key, Co-
Executors, of the
estate of Orie Key,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before August 23,
1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
By 'Leah Workman DC
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of









filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before August 23, 1978,
the date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
By Leah Workman DC
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been field
int the Calloway







filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before August 23, 1978,
the date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
By Leah Workman DC
2 Notice
BIBLE FACTS Jesus
states in Matthew 10:38,
"And he that taketh not
his cross, and followeth
after me, is not worthy
of me" Bible answers
and Bible study anytime
call 759-4600. Bible
Services Saturdays 3
p.m. to 4 p.m.













bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.'
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking









Boys & I iirtdge, .4 dr up
Register t, phon< 753-4647 -
It's A Fact
Free Gift Wrapping








South 13th., phone 753-
3128.





and donations given to
us* in the recent bur-
ning of our home. We
know God must have a
special place for each
of you - Thank you.
Staton, Shirley Lamb,
and family.
5 lost And found
LOST ONE light brown
heifer calf with horns,
about 8 months old. . .











DANCERS, 21 or over.
No experience
necessary. Will train.
Good pay. Call bet-
ween 4 and 8 p.m. 444-
9245, Paducah.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
for RN's and LPN's,
full time or part time.
Personnel needed for 3-














dable mature lady, 1





selling is almost here.




LADY TO clean house
and office. Must have
references and tran-
sportation. Phone 753-
714 after 5 p.m.
ARE YOU looking for a
career with a future and
unlimited potential?
Burger Queen may be
your answer. We are
looking for an assistant
manager - • who Is
respensible-trnit-vrtHing-




Smith at Burger Queen





















$15,000 fee paid. Call













$14,400 plus car plus
travel expenses. Call





















to the end of the
month. Up to 8 hours a
day required, five days
a week. Paid training.
Requirements: U. S.




available for day and
EVENING work.
Qualified applicants will




in PERSON as soon as
possible to the office
listed below as the
number to be tested


















only between 6 and 8




Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00











Mr. Self at O'Sullivan
Optical, Hwy. 45 East,
Metropolis, IlL
_
BABY SITTER for five
year old in my home 4
days a week, 10:30 to
4:30. Must provide own
transportation and do
house cleaning. Phpne
753-1851 from 9-5 and
753-3862 after 6.
HELP WANTED, part
time income for am-
bitious couples. Call 759-
4780.
$13,000 AND UP Toe am
make ibis bled of matey year
first year whit us. Of Noe top
forty companies in esa field,
we hese tie best record of
claim payment over the It
tee years. American lapel&
leserance Conpary hes no
policy fees end pays yea ad-
v d cewsissiess. You
receive sae of tie highest
C0011111111111 rates hi ie
basiess mid top bowfin for
yea wed year fairly. Tee mil
rewire financial help while
Our company is en
the wove mod we need career






Suite 0402 Century Bldg.
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Call Mon. thru Sat. 8:30 to
1130 4424369.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
in Murray area. Age 21







Call 247-6867, Mayfield, .












vestment, delivering or -
collection. Call Ann ;:
Baxter collect 319-556-






located in SE MO in-
cluding building land
stock, 5 trucks. Also
240 thousand signed





doing good business on t
Hwy. 121 at Graves-I
Calloway County line.
489-2533.
WANT TO buy used yin
Set. Call 436-2742 after •
6:00.
TIMBER WANTED. We :
pay top prices on
standing timber, tie
logs, or veneering. Call
489-2334, Wayne Adams.
WOULD LIKE to buy ;
canopy bed, call after
3 p.m. 753-8001.
PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL
wants to buy older .t1
income property
regardless of condition. )
436-2411. 4
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
15 "Aides For Salt
ELECTRIC RANGE, in
excellent condition,
purchased new in 1971!.
Call 753-7650. •
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.




15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4 --
4's12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.













PEA SHE! VERS, does a












FOR SALE, furniture in
excellent condition.





Hodge & Son, Inc.
20S So Stt
SKINNY-MINI over and
under washer - dryer
iFrigidairei. In very
good condition. Ideal for
small apartment or
mobile home. Call 753-
7650.
FOR SALE, two piece
living room suit. Good
condition. Call 753-1854
or 753-3917 after 5.
FOR SALE, large white
electric stove, good
condition, $25. Call 759-
1445 after 6 p.m.
SWING SET, sand box,








FOR SALE, 2 piece,
blue floral, early
American den set,
$100. Call 492-8245 after
5 p.m.









pine and maple dining
room suits, also hutch
buffet and corner
cabinets, big savings
on living room suits
and bedding through
August. Carraway
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd.
WHITE LIVING ROOM
suite, very good










and Hexogon end table.




Of vinyl cushion floor










111119 JOHN DEERE 95
combine. --Floating
cutter bar, 444 corn
head, 28L R&C tires,
very good condition.




Four 15" balloon tires
with two Ford wheels,
truck topper, truck tool














Aug. 14th - 19th
HELP WANTED
'Positions to be filled Coin Operator At-
tendants, Counter Clerks, Steanl







Day shifts only, full time Will be
taking interviews
Aug. 14 and 15
-11 trt p.m;
At
The Hungry Bear7wm, rwopen Aug. 16th •
Apply For hirrnediate Employment
/16Jvcdtkil Phyb CLASS
19 Farm Equipment
GEHL ONE ROW silage
chopper, good as new.
Sacrifice at $1750. ANI
Ford Supply, 642-8544,
Paris,Tn.
BUSH AND BOG DISK,
Rome, 10 ft., like new,
$2,000. Call 763-3720 or
753-0638.
20 Sports Equipment
FOR SALE 105 hp
Chrysler • Outboard.
'Used less than 20 hours.
Phone 759-1872
1976 MODEL Bass boat
with 1977 model 55 hp
Johnson motor. Just




engine, vee drive, fly
bridge, sleeps 10, many
extras. Call 474-2390 for
appointment.
22 Musical
LIKE NEW silver Vin-
cent-Bach trumpet.
Excellent condition,






Selection - quality -
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for

















piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.






100 WATT Woodson lead
Amp with 15" JBL
speakers. Also 75 watt













































set of new 14" tires,
G78's fully warranted,
$105. 753-5508.





` seven 6 ft. scaffold
bucks and braces. Cali
753-0839 or 753-5287.
















WHITE Zenith TV, $75.
GE 4 channel receiver,
$100. Both guaranteed
for one year. 753-9272.
27 Mobile Home Sales
TRAILER FOR SALE,
see Brandon Dill at
Dill Electric, no phone
call please. Located at
Murray Drive-In
Theater Entrance.
FOR SALE by owner:
mobile home, 1978
model, never used 14x70,
all electric, 2 baths, and
3 bedrooms. Must be
seen to be appreciated.
Call Bob Futrell at 753-
7668 days or 753-2394
nights.








12 i 60 2 BR, furnished
with house type win-




$5800. Call 753-4074 or
753-1877.
12 x 52 2 BR, all elec-
tric, partially furnished
with washer and dryer.
Green refrigerator and
stove, air conditioner,
nice carpet and drops
underpinning in Coach
Estates, $5500 extra





10k50 MOBILE HOME in
excellent condition. On
choice shaded lot in
-Haywood Vista on
Kentucky Lake. This
home is set up and ready
to move into. Immediate
possession. Contact
Bobby Futrell at 753-




18,000 - 5,000, 110 plug-
in also crown back
bumper pick-up truck,
498-8650.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom






mobile home spaces for





draw screen, all sizes Post Office, available
--finiainet---464•98.-







Commercial lot f or
lease 175' frontage 189'






Shops now has a
building available. Call
7513018 after 5 p.m.
31 Want To Rent
WANT To RENT fur-
nished or partially
furnished apartment in
Murray area for school
year. Call 767-2756.
COUPLE WANTS house
to rent in Murray
area. Call 753-3707.
32 Apartments for Rent
FURNISHED APART-




apartment ( male). Call
1-821-4288 days or 1-821-
1772 nights.
ONE BR apartment,
suitable for one person
or married couple, $125








couple or lady, $35 per
month. 753-6173.
FURNISHED APAR-
TMENT , for married











FOR SALE, 4 Angus
cows, first calve, 3 will
calve soon, extra nice,
$1200. Call R. E. Kelly,
753-5966.
QUARTER HORSE, 4
years old, Saw color,
registered Call 437-






female, full blooded, 6




females and 2 blonde




YARD SALE, Hwy. 1836
between Lynn Grove
and Coldwater, August
-14 through 17 also


















YARD SALE, Sat. Aug.
12, 8 to 5. Stella area 1
mile left off 121 on
Butterworth Road.
Furniture, glass items,
wood stove, baby bed
and lots more.
43 Real Estate





Franklin stove In farnfty
room, large concrete
patio and wooden deck




FIRST TIME ever listed
for sale ... This 14 x 60
mobile home has room
to spare. Beautiful
hillside lot with plenty of
trees, a garden plot and




NEWLY WEDS can be
property owners. Take
a look at this budget
sized home located on
a quiet street near
shopping and school.





This is ready for
immediate occupancy.
Call us today to see
this home. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 206
So. 4th Street, 753-0101
or 753-7531.
25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites
and over 1300 ft. of high-
way frontage. Located
within minutes of Ky.










901 Sycamore Murray, Ey
THE MAN with
imagination can see the
potential in this 2
bedroom home with 51
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn, hog shed,
under fence with a price
you just wouldn't




16 ACRES all wooded,





down Main Street and
take a look at this im-
pressive 2-story home.
Lots of living area which
includes 4 bedrooms,
study, dining room, den,
living room, plant room,
basement and central
natural gas heat. Price
now only $35,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
IT'S A Mystery.. Our
mystery home has 4
bedrooms, large living
room with fireplace, 2
baths located in the
demand area of Park
and shopping... recently
reduced ... A real and








describes this new 3







are only a few of the
quality features of this








With The Friendly Tow
MAKE THE WORLD
GO AWAY . . . With 14
acres, has perfect
wooded building site,
plus 10 acres in crop,
new owner). Shade,
open land, creek, near
city - Don't Let This









With The Friendl) Touch-
Commercial Building,
2520 Sq. Ft. like new
condition, 40x20 office
area, 1;04. baths, 40 x 43
-shop or storage area.
Well insulated, central




the 50's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES -
Here is that rare home-
buying opportunity of
good home plus acreage
plus close-to-town
location at a reasonable
price. Three bedroom
brick home with central
heat and air and low





horse stable' or storage.





.A Oef J. LT.+ _8,00 a
.11
WILSON
hest Meted - Oaks Estates - 3
It, 2 bath beam en extra
Oros cermet' IN. Grand las
beat, mistral air, harirmod
flews threes**, tailpiece,
ille=41 kitchen wit% /mottle
mos. 3 ow garage. Al W-
eide trier Is uiiu. essis•
remits' free beam.
3 WI 2 both brick located it
Westwood with central ass
beet sod central ea. bus 'see
2,000 sq. ft. antler reef. KO-
chen-fensily combination






WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
_ St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to' see this good buy.
SPECIAL KEDUCED, 2
BR mobile home with
gas heat, window air
conditioner,
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1









home with central heat
and air, lovely land-
scaped lawn, fenced.'
backyard, wooden deck
and lots of other
pleasant features in this
dream flame.
ou of city and
(fifoT
18 ACRE SPREAD





farming is your cup
of tea or if you just
want lots of elbow
room call us today















FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 12 mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-22947
409 N. 6th - 3 bedroom
older home presently
renting for $180 per
month. Ideal for small
investment. Large lot
with garden space,
back yard fenced for











112 N. 7th - Brick
home in area of nice
homes but zoned 8-3
for t future. Living
room/ dining room,
kitchen, bedroom and
.bath Yon first floor, 2








With The Friendly Touch"
RETIREES DELIGH-
1
 T . . . A delightful set-
ting, 1 acre only 2
miles from lake, has 2
bedroom mobile home














Beginning Week of August 18
Courses Offered
On the Murray State Campus
RES 132 Basic Real Estate
Section 1 Tuesday dr Thursday, 8:00-9:15 a.m., Room 252, Education Building
Section 2 Wednesday Evening, 6:00-9:00 p.m., Room 154, Education Building
RES 134 Real Estate Marketing I, Tuesday de Thursday, 1:30-2:45 p.m., Room 406.
Business Building
RES 136 Real Estate Appraising, Monday Evening, 6:00-9:00 p.m., Room 154,
EducatioricBuilding
RES 405 Property Management, Tuesday Evening, 6:00-9:00 p.m., Room 154,
Education Building





RES 520 Construction & Blue Prints, Thursday Evening, 6:00-9:00 p.m.
BUA 240 Business Law I, Wednesday Evening, 6:00-9:00 p.m.
PSY 180 General Psychology, Tuesday Evening, 6:00-9:00 p.m.
SAT 260 Specialized Speaking, Monday Evening, 6:00-9:00 p.m.
Classes will meet in the George Coon Public Library
114 South Harrison Street
Princeton, Kentucky
Students niav register for the courses at the first scheduled class meeting or during
regular university registration. The fee for each course is $60.00 payable at time ofregistration. All courses are 3 hours credit, and all real estate courses meet the pre-license education requirements of K RS324.047.
For farther information contact:
Mr. Russell Spurt:id
Real Estate Chairlsoldect
















































































































































































sleeps 4, $750. 753-6406.
1968 25' AVION travel
trailer with 1971 Chevy
station wagon equipped
to pull trailer. Sell as






F En oNwC. arsLeFSa r s a7t S ena ems
for free estimates forOnly $2425 at Murray SIR?" your needs.Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
CHIMNEY CLEANING,
bird screens installed,
minor repair work by
Cliff Heegel, Magic Hat
Chimney Sweeps. Call
759-4878. •




Company Inc. Air con-









FOR SALE, Essex say
bean seed. 489-2602.
PAIL-IC/TING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley. ,






TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,




IN by Sears save on
these high heat and






roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
- p.m. or weekends. _
PIANO-TUNILIICs____iind
repair. Call Joe Jackson
at Chuck's Music
Center, 753-3682 or 753-







FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field






sales and service, R. C.
Evans, 474-2748.
GENERAL C 0 N -
STRUCT1ON . If it takes
nails to mend or build




interior painting, no jobs
too small, reasonable






Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.
Anytime day or night
roof repair o
specialty.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
WE NAVE THE GREATEST EARTH ON SNOW
Lot as take yes by
BEAUTIFUL, BEAUTIFUL LAND
50 acres on Johnny Robertson Road of fine farmland. $2,120. per acre.
40 acres just off Johnny Robertson Road finebeautif ul land $2,650 per acre.







Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.













tanks, dirt and gravel



















Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
wood burner in






rocked and graded. All
kinds of pea gravel,











Also day work with or
without pickup, van, or
tractor - chain saw.
753-2418.













struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,




white male kitten, and
3 kittens about 7 weeks
old. Call 753-3994 or
759-4141.
'A Sure Sign 01 Summer'
For Fast Results On The Sale Of Your Home,
List With Kopperod Realty.
<KKOPPERUD  REALTY!!!




(This olphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
Taber's Body Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Service
753-3134 753-6177
1301 Chestnut-Murray, Ky.
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
44 lots For Sale
LOTS FOR mobile homes
for sale by • owner,
Several to choose from
in Senic Acres. Well
restricted, on Hwy. 280,
mile to East
4:lementary School.
:Terms by owner. Call or
eee James or Bobby
Futrell, 405 S. 4th,
_ Murray, Day 753-7668,
night 753-2394.
LOT FOR mobile home













FOR SALE BY owner:
Lot 1'2 miles east of
Murray on good road
and 500' of Hwy. 94. City
- water, no restrictions,
not in a subdivision. Call
, Bob Futrell 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights.
45. Farms For Sale
APPROXIMATELY 40
' acres good farm land.
Call 437-4173.
46 Homes For Sale
PRICE REDUCED!
Last chance before
, listing with realtor, 3
bedroom carpeted,
walk in closets, 2
baths, 2 car garage
with a storage room,
central gas heat and
electric air, entry hall,












Place, 753-0196 or 753-
7906.
FOR SALE by owner
4rocery Store,
Restaurant, and nice
two BR apartment all in
one building, has all
equipment to operate
and complete stock, also
has mobile home hookup
on one acre of land. 3
Miles south on Hwy. 121.
Known as L & B Grocery
and Restaurant at
Cherry Corner. A dandy
little business, be your
own boss. Priced very
reasonable, call or see
James or Bob Futrell,
405 S. 4th, Murray, KY.
Call 753-7668 dayS or 753-
94 nights.
TRREE ROOM furnished
house, 10 miles east of
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.
6 Homes For Sale
HOUSE PLUS 5 acres
on Square Furches






AIR tIC436.1247ONITO_NED, , a_11
electric, 3 bedrooms, 2









Yamaha 360 and 1976
Honda XL 175. Call





Call 753-6809 after 5:00
p.m.
1976 HONDA 250 MR,
$550 firm. Call 753-3005.
XL 250 1,400 miles may
be seen at T & S Cycle
Shop, Main & 16th or
call David Benton at






Honda 100 and Honda
175, both in very good
condition, 435-4521.
1977 750 HONDA, lots of
extras. 436-2547.
48. Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 70%15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
MANY OTHER used
cars and trucks. Make
us an offer! Murray
Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
1970 IMPALA 2 door
hard top, automatic
transmission, 350-V-8,
full power and air, in
good condition. Call





1970 PICKUP truck and
2 horse trailer. Truck -




1972 BUICK LaSa bre
loaded, one owner, call
489-2118.
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
PHONE
502-685-4961
THIS NOME IS A MASTERPIECE
10 rooms. 3 bathrooms, solid brick home on a lot
100' x 250' zoned for Professional Offices. Solid
Walnut Dining Room and Library, Brass Hinge
Door Knobs and Plate. Home has four marble
fireplaces (marble from Italy) Waterford
Chr stal Chandeliers. IT IS A SHOWPLACE for
-
LAKE BARKLEY REALTY
Route 7 oldie Illottfirthy
914 4361, o74 5479, 114 5437
JAMES! Villt LIMAS, BRONER
MAN SPAWN WILSON, 8808E1 SAL ISMAN
A
49 Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE, 1971
Chevrolet dump truck,






miles. Only $2495 at













C 1978, United Feature Syncncaie, Inc
DATSUN PICKUP, 1974 
"WILL THIS BE CASH OR CHARGEmodel with bumper.
1972 CHEVY Nova, red
with black vinyl top,
extra sharp. 753-9039
from 6 a.m. to 2:30




only 20,932 miles. Has
radio. bumper, and
west coast mirror.
Only $3125 at Murray
Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
1971 TRIUMPH TR4,
immaculate condition,
only 42,000 miles. Call
753-9920.
ANTIQUE CAR - 1948
Buick Super, Series 50.
Black, 4-door, always
garaged. All original





Green 1976 model with
AM-FM radio, tripod
mirrors, and bumper,
44,150 miles. Only $3550






radio. Only $3925 at




Tan, full power and
air, sharp. Only $1875
at Murray Datsun, 604
S. 12th.-
GREEN 1974 Datsun B-
210 2-door sedan with
air, AM-FM radio and
only 43,028 miles.
Priced at $2495 at









Only 19,717 miles. Dark
blue color, AM-FM
radio. Only $3025 at
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
12th.
LOW, LOW MIIAGE.
1977 Model Datsun B-
210 4-door. Only 10,269
miles! Air con-
ditioning, AM-FM
stereo, vinly top, side I
moldings, $4125 at '
Murray Datsun, 604f
S.12th.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1975 VOLVO 164 E, ex-
cellent condition. 1973




FOR SALE, 1973 4
wheel drive Chevrolet
drag truck, 350 engine.
Will sell or trade for 4








and air, extra clean,
very low mileage, call
435-4165.
1972 DODGE pick up
truck, need to sell,
going into Navy. Phone
753-6346.
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-




1977 FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Cap-
tains chairs, factory air,
P.S., P.B., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,




dition, $6495 firm. Phone
Murray 759-4590.
1977 DATSUN B-210 2-




FOR SALE, 1970 Pon-
tiac Catalina, like new.
753-8014.
1972 BUICK Skylark,










Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
1977 Maverick. mint condition.
4 door, power steering.
automatic, air, front disc
brakes, steel belted radials.
20,000 miles, MOO 753-8562 af-
ter lp.m.







4 door automatic, power
steering, brakes and air,
AM radio
1971 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo  $5385
Automatic, power steering,
brakes and air, rally wheels,
black with red vinyl in-









power steering, brakes and
air, red and white.
1927 Chevrolet
Corvette  S1975







Dwelm %Oaf alorroWt, Inc.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 DATSUN 510, good
condition, call after 5
p.m., 759-1790.
1970 INTERNATIONAL
Sevin 200 diesel twin












Also 1962 Olds Tor-
nado, extra clean with
all new radial tires,




original miles. Call 436-
2427.
1970 CHEVROLET





1972 CHEVY two ton
track wttis 141411,41rWelte
lime bed, new lug
tires, excellent running
condition. Call 753-4935
before 5 p.m. and 436-
5424 after 5 p.m.
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, $2450. Call













top with all glass for
1969 - 1972 Blazer or
GMC Jimmy - com-
plete, $250. Call 474-
2776.






dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-




•Dresden, TN., 2 BR home, NE of
Dresden off Hwy. 89.
•Cuba, KY. two and three BR home,
South of Cuba located on Howard Canter
Road.
•New Concord, KY., 2 BR home ( 'wrier
will finance easy terms low down
payment or will consider reasonable cash
---e-tif-z-m==ava 











































Howse, garden, amto savior,
aowar anti tioncroto tools and
etc
753-5703
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brother of Bailey Gore of
Murray, died Sunday in
Hopkinsville. His death at
the age of 38 was due to an
apparent heart attack.
Mr. Gore is survived by
three children, Cathy,
Margaret. and Ben Gore;
his mother. Mrs. Dave Gore,
Hopkinsville; three brothers.
Bailey of Murray and Pete
and George Gore of
Hoplunsville; one sister,
Mrs. Frank Keener of
-
The...tixnerla held
-Tisearlser-;ati-Aen- a.m. at the
chapel of the Hughart
Funeral Home, Hopkinsville.
Friends may call at the





State police said that at
least seven persons died in
traffic accidents on Ken-
tucky highways this
weekend, raising the state's
traffic death toll for the
year to 491.
Through this date a year
ago. 564 persons had been
killed in traffic accidents on
Kentucky roads.
State police said that two
persons were killed late
Sunday in a one-car accident
on U.S. 100 about 10 miles
east of Tompkinsville, Ky.
Names of the victims were
being withheld pending
notification of next of kin,
and state police said that
the names probably wouldn't
be available until later
today.
Mitchell Cross, 18, of
Ashland, died early Sunday
when his car ran off U.S. 23
north of Ashland.
John Albert Fenwick, 19,
of Loretto. Ky., died
Saturday morning when his
car ran off Kentucky 49
about five miles south of
Bardstown.
Donald Colwell, 23, of
Centertown, Ky., was killed
early Saturday in a two-car
collision in Ohio County
about a mile west of Horse
Branch oon U.S. 62. No
other details were available.
Carmon Griffie. 17, of
Halite. Ky., was killed
Friday night when his car
ran off Kentucky 110.3 about
four miles west of Hallie
Letcher County.
Ben Scott, 89, of Irvi-ie,
Ky., was killed Friday in a
two-car collision in Estill
County about a mile north of
Irvine on Kentucky 89. No
other details were available.
' Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
Aaguat 14,1275
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Reps* ledlisilesS Buying Stations
Recelph: Act MIS Eat SOO Barrows &
Gins 25e-Me higher Bows most M-
aurice' Ns !uglier
1.75 1-2 WAIX ba.  P9 2549 50
Ivvi seals
US 14 200-24011m.  $0.011-49 25
US 2-4 240-X0 lb. 542.52-4900
US 3-4 3110-2110 lbs. $47.0111411.00
Sows








CLEVELAND iAP) - Cleveland Mayor Dennis
KucirUch, was clinging to a thin 275-vote margin today,
apparently surviving a bitter recall effort.
With all of Cleveland's 645 voting precincts reported,
Kucinich turned back the recall drive by an unofficial
vote of 60,308 to 60,033 in the Sunday balloting.
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (AP) - Residents still
reeling from an earthquake that rumbled through Santa
Barbara and injured about 50 people are cleaning up its
evidence today: shattered windows, flooded streets,
cracked highways and a derailed train.
The quake rattled five counties Sunday, knocking 
people to
the ground. The tremor was centered in the 
Santa Barbara




WASHINGTON (AP) - Seri, Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.,
believes it's time to give homeowners additional tax
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP)
Memphis firefighters toda
joined police officers in
wildcat strike as rio
equipped National Guar(
smen used jeeps and at




Members of the 1,401
member firefighters hullo(
which is still under coul
injunction as the result of
three-day, arson-plague,:
strike in July, voted over
whelmingly to reject th,
city's contract proposal.
Police turned down a similar
re . • proposal ••by a 9-1 margin











1 is s. 12* 73341132
he. O Us. Ilkor
-irrater's plartit-w-oU/d Allow 'a federal income tax credit
of up to 6150 as a direct offset for that portion of state
and local property taxes earmarked for schools.
That would help all homeowners - not just those with
children in school.
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter, in his first
strictly farm speech since taking office, is ready to tell
farmers that their income is up 25 percent this year.
The president was flying to Columbia, Mo. today to
address the 61st annual convention of the Midcontinent
Farmers Association.
AROUND THE WORLD
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The leader of a radical
Palestinian guerrilla faction supported by Iraq has ac-
cused a pro-Syrian guerrilla group of the bombing of his
Beirut headquarters in which at least 161 Palestinians are
reported dead or missing.
Abul Abass, the 29-year-old head of the pro-Iraqi
Palestine Liberation Front said the bombing, which
leveled a ninestory apartment building early Sunday, was
the work of the Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine-General Command.
ROME (AP) - Factions within the Roman Catholic
Church have begun lobbying for the kind of new pope
they want as the mourning period for Paul VI continues
arid thousands pray at his tomb.
The 112 cardinals expected to vote for Paul's successor
will be locked into their secret electoral conclave on Aug.
25.
- "I explained to them the





WASHINGTON ( AP ) -
The House assassinations
committee investigated 21
allegations of conspiracy in
the murder of civil rights
leader Martin Luther King
Jr., but will review other
evidence before reaching




judgment as a committee
until all the evidence is in.
Nothing else would be fair,"
Chairman Louis Stokes, D-
Ohio, said as the committee
opened its first public
Ford Says Amendments Should




designed to correct the coal
car shortage in eastern
Kentucky will be added to
the Local Rail Services Act




Leah Hart, Bureau of
Rehabilitation Counselor at
Murray State University,
attended her first Kentucky
Rehabilitation Counselors
Ward meeting in Frankfort
recently.
Mrs. Hart, whose office is
in Suite 207, Special
Education Building at MSU,
is serving as a member of
the board for the next three
years.
KRCA, a division of the
National Rehabilitation




rehabilitation of the han-
dicapped and the role of the
counselor in that function. n
Mrs. Hart and her
husband Terry, live at 1005
Main Street in Murray.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local him* at
moon, EDT, today, furalaked Se the
Ledger & Times by Pirat ot
corp., of Murray, eras Islam
Industrial Ayers, 4.17
Au Product' M% vac
Amain.. Mete* Ps unc
Ashland Oil 311% unc
American Telephone Si urbc
Chrysler •   12½i'.
P OM motor
General Care . 21,413,2174A
General Motors  113%-4
General Tire











Tues 8 Wed., Aug. 15th. 16th
Ky. Lake Catfish
Dinner $325Re9 $39S
Includes Catfish Hushpuppies, F. Fries,




Overlooking Beautiful Ky joke
436-54%
Mittee next week, according
to Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
Ford, a member of the
committee, wrote last week
to Prime Osborn, board
chairman of Seaboard Coast
Line Industries 'Inc., parent
company of the Louisville -tir
Nashville. Railroad Co.,
accusing the L&N of well
orchestrated diversionary
tactics" to avoid providing
more coat cars.
"IT is now obvious to me
that any solution to this
problem does not lie within
the perimeters of the free
enterprise system," Ford
wrote.
He wrote that L&N had
made a number of excuses
to justify what he termed
continued inaction on the
coal-car problem and that
-national energy
requirements could soon be
threatened if corrective
steps aren't forthcoming."
In fact, Ford wrote, if
there are coal shortages
next winter, they may be
"the direct consequence of
L&N's failure to move the
coal."
Ford's press secretary,
Mike 'Ruehling, said Ford
has not decided exactly what
legislation to propose, but
Ford's letter said, "I have
been advised that amend-
ments to the Rail Services
Act) directing mandatory
corrective action would,
indeed, be germane to this
particular measure."
Ford said he had been
assured that the railroad
would secure necessary
equipment and that built-up
coal stockpiles would be
depleted by July, or August
at the latest.
"It is now Aug. 11. The,
stockpiles are still there.
Whatever happened to that
pledge?" he wrote. "... I•
must tell you that my
patience has expired." -
STAG NIGHT AT MCC .
The regular monthly
men's stag night will be held
this Thursday at the Murray
Country Club. The grills will
be fired up and steaks will







































































































































































assassination of King in
Memphis, Tenn., on April 4,
1968.
The Rev. Ralph David
Abernathy, King's successor
as head of the Southern
Christian Leadership Con-
ference, was ready to testify
as the first witness.
Walter Fauntroy, the
District of Columbia's
delegate to the House and
chairman of the sub-
committee that focused on




He said the investigation
has covered "every im-
portant . allegation of con-
si5iracy that has ever been
made in the case, 21 of them
in all. -
Fauntroy did not
elaborate. Among the most
recent conspiracy theories
under investigation have
' been claims that two St.
',outs businessmen, both now
dead, offered to finance the
assassination of King.
,gam," said Kuhr-on Hud-
ileston, president of the





atlered about 100 armed
cennessee Guardsmen -
;)art of 1,200 soldiers ac-
livated in response to a
walkout that entered its
fourth day today - to help
lion-striking policemen
arrest picketing officers at
precinct houses.
About 50 strikers were
arrested by early today and
charged with violation of the
curfew and threatening a
ontecti of peace.
strike interrupted by a court
order July 4.
Local 1744 of the Inter-
national Association of
Firefighters votes today in
two meetings on whether to
accept a city wage offer.
The deployment of
National Guardsmen, who
last month fought fires
during the firemen's
walkout, could influence
their decision. But even
before the arrests, two union
officers, who asked not to be
identified, predicted the
offer would be rejected.
At a televised news con-
ference early today, a
said he clecided to deploy
the guardsmen after rocks
were thrown through win-








Avenue in a convoy of
trucks and tracked vehicles.
When guardsmen arrived
at headquarters, police
director E.W. Chapman and
chief of operations John
Molnar, the department's
ranking uniformed officer,
.haggard. looking Clanaer led a grauP shoWil"
carrying upervisors from
the buildin4 to inform about
25 pickets they were under
arrest.
The strikers raised their
hands and sairnitted without
a struggle Additional
arrests were made at three
of the city's four precinct
headquarters..
About 1,100 policemen
have been on strike since 11
p.m. Thursday when the
union rejected the city's
final wage offer. Supervisory
officers and sheriff's
deputies working 12-hour
shifts have been providing
police patrols during the
to1„71tMcunctneujn isot: Tact 10 n si3egiri Lobby ñFôrTff
Kind Of New Pope They Want
By MICHAEL J. DUFFY
Associated Press Writer
ROME (AP) - factions
within the Roman Catholic
Church have begun lobbying
for the kind of new pope
they want as the mourning
period for Paul VI continues
and thousands pray at his
tomb.
The 112 cardinals expected
to vote for Paul's successor
will be locked into their
secret electoral conclave on
Aug. 25. Meanwhile, the
lobbyists are busy.
Names are avoided, but
they pour our-detail on what
kind of man they "want -
his theological tendencies,





Pope Paul too liberal, put up
posters in St. Peter's Square
Saturday morning calling for
election of a "teacher of a
—crystal-clear doctrine -
custodian of truth against
current heresy and errors of
the so-called 'modern
humanism."
A liberal American group,
the Committee for the
Responsible Election of the
Pope, held a news con-
ference Sunday morning at
which the Rev. Andrew M.
Greeley of Chicago called
for an open-minded,
progressive pope, "a holy
man with a smile."
The committee also sent
each of the cardinals a copy
of the new book "The Inner
Elite," containing dossiers
on each of the cardinals.
A group of progressive
Catholic theologians and
scholars gave their
requirements in a letter to
the Italian weekly
Panorama. The signers
included Yves Congar of




Alberigo of Italy and
Greeley.
They said the next pope
should be open to the world
and other religious groups,
an authentic pastor of souls,
a promoter of women's
rtghtS and a deeentirritizel• of'
papal power.
They called for him to
''elevate the synod of
bishops from a mere con-
sultative organ to a
deliberative one and to give
concrete competencies to the
episcopal conferences."
Some of the cardinals
mentioned as "papabili" -
possible popes - have also
made statements about the
kind of man who is needed.
A total of 115 of the 130
members of the College of
Cardinals are eligible to
take part in the electoral
conclave because they are
under 80, but three repor-
tedly will be absent because
of poor health. The ab-
sentees will include Cardinal
John Wright of the United
States, who is in a Boston
hospital for eye surgery.
Meanwhile, the Vatican
grottos opened to the public
at 7 a.m. Sunday for the
first time since the body of
Pope Paul was placed there
Saturday night, and a steady
stream of people went down
the two flights of stairs to
pray at the simple slab atop
the new grave.
The College of Cardinals
gave a_ reception Sunday
morning for Roynii-Crarter
and the other members of
the 110 foreign delegations
who attended the funeral.
Before her flight back to
Washington, Mrs. Carter
also toured St. Peter's but
did not visit Pope Paul's
grave.
PEANUTS
ALL R GkT TROOPS...
FORE Li.k GO ON OUR ,



























11DUVE BEEN ELECTED TO




C 1111I Wen *acme
F P/66 HAP WINGS THEY'D FLY,
ANC) 60 WOULD 1,
I'D EAT A THOUSAND THINGS,
10 SAMPLE ALL LIFE BR' NGS,












S1-400T‘ : NEVER EVEN KNEW
MY NAME i-140 BEEN PLACED
NOMiNATION
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DUMB LiERK?
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